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The Grand Rapids Art Museum 
hosts its Friday Nights to feature 
varied artistic entertainment
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Sports
The Lakers defeat Northwood 
University in Saturday's conference 
title showdown
B1
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Homecoming events commence despite setbacks
Annual week of 
festivities takes a cut, 
but still lures campus 
participation
By Leslie Perales and 
Brandon Manus
CM. Stuff
Despite cancellations of early events, 
late nights and the threat of rain showers. 
Grand Valley Suite University's annual 
Homecoming Week featured several days 
of festivities for the groups involved 
Teams of Greek students and rugby 
players took to the held area sum Minding 
the Cook Carillon Tower on Thursday to 
battle in feats of strength in a tug-of-war 
competition.
‘The tug-of-war is a good competitive 
tradition that a lot of students get excited 
about every year." said Malcolm Campbell, 
director of events fur the Homecoming 
Steering Committee.
The teams were comprised of eight 
people — four males and four females of 
alternating positions down the length of 
the rope The event was open to any team, 
as long as teams were registered by the 
required deadline
Even the cold, wind and mud did 
not prevent teams and their numerous 
supporters from coming out to battle
Cheers, shouts and words of 
enaxiragement were thrown about by 
supporters who endured the elements to 
for their respective teams Five teams 
competed, but in the end. the GVSU rugby 
team was crowned victorious and took
See Homecoming, A2
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Putting for a win: GVSU students participate m the tug-of-war competition held Thursday night outside 
the lOrthof Center as a part of Homecoming Week The rugby team won the competition
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Packing the park: Fans Ml the seats of Comenca Park m Detroit before game one of the World Senes Saturday The Detroit Tigers' matchup against the St Louis 
Cardinals will bring little additional revenue mto Michigan s struggling economy. Grand Valley Slate University professors said
Tigers draw support, 
but little financial gain
World Series trip will have small impact on Michigan s economy
By Shawn Zalewski
CM. News Editor
Two students 
injured, one 
arrested in 
collision near 
campus
By Brandon Hubbard
CM. Assistant News Editor
A Friday morning accident at the 
interaction of 48th Avenue and Pierce 
Street led to the arrest of one Grand 
Valley State University student and the 
injury of others.
At 12:23 a.m.. one student, whose 
name was withheld because the status of 
his arraignment ccxild not be determined, 
pulled his white 1997 Chevrolet Cavalier 
eastbtHind into the path of 21 -year-old 
Adam James Covey and his 1990 white 
Dodge Dynasty, causing the airbags in 
both vehicles to deploy, according to the 
Michigan Traffic Crash Report.
Shortly after the collision. Allendale 
Fire and Rescue. Life EMS. Ottawa 
County Sheriffs deputies and GVSU 
Department of Public Safety responded, 
said Sgt. Chris Dill, an Ottawa County 
Sheriffs deputy working for Allendale 
Charter Township.
The student's vehicle had four nders 
altogether. Dill said.
One passenger was taken by Life 
EMS to Ninth Ottawa Community 
Hospital fur a rib injury and 
precautionary treatment of a head and 
neck injury, while another passenger had 
visible abrasions but refused medical 
treatment. Dill said.
"There was a fourth passenger that 
didn’t stick around." Dill said. "The 
passenger fled the scene shortly after 
the accident.'’
An investigation is ongoing to 
identify this passenger, he added
Dill said Covey was the sole 
passenger of his vehicle and did not 
require medical assistance
The student driver of the Cavalier 
was charged and arrested for operating a 
motor vehicle while impaired. Dill said
In addition, two passengers were 
given minor in possession charges, he 
said.
Damages required both vehicles he 
towed from the scene
While the Detroit Tigers’ first trip to the 
World Senes in 22 years has won the hearts 
and support of thousands across the state, 
the economic impact will barely register.
National attention surrounding the 
World .Scries pales in companson to the 
atmosphere generated in February for 
the Super Bowl. At that point, millions of 
visitors and millions of dollars were spent
by people from around the world, including 
many A-list celebrities.
Meanwhile, the haseball championship 
will likely only attract people from Detroit 
and other areas in Michigan. Cardinals 
fans arriving from St. Louis and other fans 
of the sport, said Paul Sicilian, assistant 
professor of economics at Grand Valley 
State University
There will be minimal long-term effects 
on the overall scope of the Detroit economy, 
as the professional spurts industry plays a 
significantly small role. Sicilian said.
Some faas than across the state may 
drive in and out of Detroit for the game 
and spend money at restaurants and hotels, 
but there will not be any lasting impact as a 
result, he added.
Gregg Dunkoff. professor of finance, 
said the World Series will not promote 
any unusual spending. Most people, with 
the exception of visitors from St Louis, 
will not spend money they would not have 
otherwise, resulting in very little gain to the
See World Series, A2
Ceremony, 
student reception 
to usher in new 
GVSU president
By Brandon Hubbard
CM. Assistant News Editor
Grand Valley Stale University will 
officially welcome President Thomas J. 
Haas with two events this week.
Kicking off festivities will be the
Student Welcome 
Reception held 
Thursday from 
4:30 to 6 p.m. in 
the Grand River 
Room of the Kirkhof 
Center, which is held 
to familiarize the 
president with his 
student base, while
having drinks and
appetizers, said Kimberly Jacobsen, a
student organizer for the program.
"The welcome reception is a setting
for students to meet (Haas) without
feeling intimidated." Jacobsen said. 
"It's a way for some of the students at 
GVSU to get together and represent the 
school.”
During the event, the GVSU Dance 
Troop and Voices of GVSU will 
perform, as well as student-poet Rachel 
Dudley's recitation of a poem for the 
occasion. Jacobsen said
Student organizations are encouraged 
to participate, and all students are 
welcome, she added.
To cap this welcome. Haas will 
be officially sworn into office at a 
formal Investiture Ceremony on Friday 
beginning at 11 a.m.
The event will feature an A-list
of GVSU guests including President 
Emeritus Arcnd "Don” Lubbers, farmer 
President Mark A. Murray and 30 
delegates from colleges, universities 
and national organizations, said Michele 
CoffiU. communications specialist for 
GVSU News and Information Services.
Among the event's highlights 
will be music hum the Grand Valley 
Brass. Symphonic Wind Ensemble 
and University Chorale, CoffiU said. 
GVSU's poet in-nesidenoe. Patricia 
Clark, will read her poem "Looking 
for a Trail." which was written for the 
occasion, CoffiU added.
Matt Me Logan, vice president for 
Univenity Relations at GVSU. said the 
event is expected to attract about 1.000 
alumni and guests, in addition to 200- 
300 student attendees
"The Investiture is rather rare 
because GVSU has a habit of retaining 
presidents for a long time,” Me Logan 
said. ‘This doesn’t happen so often.”
In fact, there have been only two 
Investitures in the past 38 years, one in 
1969 for Lubbers and another in 2001 
for Murray, he added.
‘The occasion is a celebration of 
a new president and a chance for the 
president to set his agenda, which will 
be followed by the univenity for yean 
to come.” Me Logan said.
lb commemorate Haas' position. 
GVSU artisan and Art and Design 
faculty member Beverly Seley designed 
a new Medal of Office, which will be 
presented during the ceremony, he said. 
Me Logan joked that although Haas 
See Haas, A2
Kissinger to speak despite some protests
Former Secretary of 
State will talk in Grand 
Rapids as local media 
source stages protest
By Craig Stevens
CM Stc\ff BHMf
Former Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger, considered to be one of (hr 
architects of modem American diplomacy, 
will speak this week in Grand Rapids 
"Henry Kissinger is one of the most 
important individuals in political history,'
said Gleaves Whitney, director of the 
Hauenslrm (’enter for Presidential Studies 
at Grand Valley State University “Kissinger 
was one of the architects of foreign policy 
for the ('old War and still is in today’s war 
on tenor.”
Kissinger will speak in the Pantlind 
Rallroom of the Am way Grand Plaza 
Hotel in Grand Rapids at 8 p.m. Tuesday 
The speech has already sold out due to 
high publki demand, but several seats will 
he set aside for GVSU and University of 
Michigan students, as well as an advanced 
history class from an Ann Arbor high 
school
"Kissinger was scheduled a year and a 
half ago hut had to cancel due to weather.”
said Elaine Didier. director of the Gerald R. 
Ford Museum and library. "We are thrilled 
to have him finally here.”
As the V*h Secretary of State during 
the Nixon campaign. Kissinger was also 
assistant to the president for National 
Security Affairs, which he acted as from 
1969 until 1975. After the Walergale 
.Scandal and Nixon resignation. Kissinger 
remained secretary of state for Gerald R. 
Ford.
Kissinger’s foreign policy strategies 
were instrumental in ending the Vietnam 
War. slowing the escalation of the Cold 
War and strengthening relations between 
the United States and Quna. However.
See Kissinger, A2 Stopping tor Homy Kitting* wM tpMk kx»*y
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4 DAY FORECAST
MONDAY
Snow to rain 
High: 40# Low 35°
TUESDAY
Rain/Snow showers 
High 43° Low: 33*
WEDNESDAY 
Partly cloudy 
High: 47* Low: 38*
THURSDAY
Showers
High 44* Low 38*
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Series places scope on war in Iraq
By Erik Westkmd
GVL Staff Writer
The final two segments of a 
campus leach in Wednesday and 
Thursday asked Grand Valley Stale 
Univeraty students to consider the 
hidden ctats and the legacies of the 
war in Iraq.
The three-day senes was u> aratr 
an informal nmnaunent where all 
partx'ipunts and opinions were given 
an equal voice in the discussion
David Snyder. GVSU htsfcry 
professor, said he hoped the teach-in
would rec apture some of the spun of 
similar events on college campuses 
during the Vietnam War. He said 
the topic is unpietant because many 
Americans are tgnorunl to the true 
coats of the war.
We seem to be willing, uideed 
we seem to be almost eager to 
exchange our civil bherUcs for whal 
appears to be momentary increases 
in our security," he said.
Kimon Kolos, Democratic 
candidate for U S. CtmgreM in the 
seciaid distnri of Michigan, said
of utizonhip during the war in Iraq 
as a result of the civilian populaUai 
not being asked to share m the 
sacrifice.
'Has something changed m the 
American spun that we feel that we 
can support wan hkc this wahout 
it actually costing us anything ’” 
Snyder said
He added he was in favor of 
implementing a new form of the 
draff as a "tenure of nataaial service 
in exchange far free college" thm 
would include males and females 
and offer alternatives such as the 
Peace Gaps to military service.
This would increase the sense of 
citizenship die United Stales pnyic 
have lust and would make politicians 
far less likely to commit troops to 
"ns nilly dubious wan." such as 
Iraq, Snyder said.
GVSU junior Jared Vibbcrt said 
this is exactly why the admimstrataH 
will not reinstate the draft
“1 think that the current 
administration has learned from 
Vietnam." he said. 'They ikxi’l want 
us pretesting They won't threaten us 
with a draft if they want us to kxik 
the other way."
The view of Americans other 
natawis have established as a result 
of this conflict will be firmed into a
Haas
continued from page A1
has probably met almost 
everyone on campus, the event is 
also a chance fir them to meet the 
president.
"(Huas) has done an energetic
another of these costs is a lost sense
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lasting legacy. Kolos said.
‘‘If we tnufaply one preblem ado 
20 different enemies lo the pour that 
we don't know who lo trust, we've 
really isolated ourselves horn bang 
wurid partners," Kotos said.
GVSU senior Kellie Kalish was 
in Barcelona when Iraq was find 
invaded and gave a presentatxn 
on the reaction of Spanish citizens 
lo the American invauun. She said 
attitudes toward Americans were 
very negative, and was discouraged 
than speaking English in public
This was something that was at 
the very root of daily society." she 
said. "I was expecting mure of a 
reaction at home ”
The three-day leach-in at GVSU. 
was one of 40 such events (along 
place on college campuses across 
the nation.
Wednesday s event was held 
in the Loudt Lecture Hall and 
'Thursday's in the Grand River 
Roum of the Kukhuf Center, with an 
attendance of mure than 60 students 
and community members.
All events m this series were 
organized by students in Snyder's 
History of American Foreign Policy 
class.
and remarkable job in introducing 
himself to students, faculty, 
staff and making his way to the 
distant campuses at Muskegon. 
Grand Rapids and Traverse City," 
McLogan said.
Anyone interested in attending 
the Investiture must pick a 
complimentary ticket at the 2020 
Information Desk in the Kirkhof 
Center. DeVfos Center Bookstore, 
the reception desk at Cook-DeVbs 
Center for Health Sciences or the 
Meijer Campus in Holland by 
Tuesday.
For more information about these 
events, contact Katie Humphrey in 
the Office of the President at (616) 
331 -3086 or humphkte(«gvsuedu
World Series
continued from page A f
stale's economy, he added
"Anytime a franchise hasn't been 
lo a championship in such a kxvg 
time, they will be identified much 
mure on the national scale,” said 
Doug Lipinski. assistant athletic 
director for Marketing at GVSU.
Any measurable economic gains 
would come as a result of the Tigers' 
tremendous success and increased 
attendance since they shot to the kip 
of Major league Baseball early in 
the summer Fans pocked Cumerica 
Park day in and ouL as well as 
parking garages, spirting goods 
skies, souvenir shops and local bars 
and restaurants. Lipinski said
Although Allendale's main 
restaurant umpetikrs televising 
live game — the Main Street Pub 
and Prpptno's Rislorante and Spirts 
Lounge — did not offer additunal 
advertisements, accumrrxxJatxxis 
ir specials fir the tint game, 
management at both said they 
received a good crowd fir the 
i gening game Saturday
Carolyn DeVito, a manager at 
the Main Street Pub. said all of the 
Tigers’ playoff games have brought 
in mire fans, so Saturday's crowds 
were normal.
"This place would be packed 
whether the World Senes was on 
or not ... 1 wish it would start on a 
Monday." DeVrto said.
She added that the Maui Street 
Pub experienced a steady crowd 
Saturday fir the Wirid Series as 
well as GVSU’s Himecommg 
oelehrobtrv
"The Tigers' games basically 
sell themselves," said Bob Manguv 
assistant manager of Prpptno s. 
cimmcnting in the appeal of the 
game lo his business
STUDY ABROAD
Need a chang
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Homecoming
continued from page At
home the bragging rights
“We got bred ... but we didn’t 
give up." said Clare Moeller, who 
dueled on behalf of the Alpha 
Sigma Alpha sorority.
Shortly after the tug-of-war. the 
first-ever emcee competition was 
held inside the Kirkhof Center.
Five rappers took to the true 
and dropped their rhymes in an 
effort to win a crowd of more than 
60 students. Rather than have a 
panel of judges, the competition 
was judged by the audience.
However, the audience was 
unable to determine a clear cut 
winner, resulting in a five-way tie.
“(The emcee event) was 
something new that we brought 
to the plate to increase community 
involvement and see what people 
would come up with." said Jennifer 
Ryb&ki, graduate student adviser 
for the Homecoming Steering 
Committee
Participants were allowed to 
express themselves however they 
saw fit. Rybski added
"We wanted to allow freedom 
of speech and expression." Rybski 
sakl. “So instead of placing 
constraints on them, we let them 
take free range of what they were 
doing."
Based on the turnouts and 
student involvement, the emcee 
completion will most likely make 
a return next year. Rybski added.
The annual Lip Sync 
competition held Friday night 
offered a blast from the past as 
six groups danced and mimicked 
1980s artists. The late night event 
was originally scheduled to be in 
DeVus Place in Grand Rapids, but 
was changed to the Fieldhouse 
Arena.
Several fraternities and 
sororities teamed up for the event. 
The Phi Pi Chi group claimed 
victory at the night's conclusion.
This year's 2006 Homecoming 
Regents were announced at the 
event. The six students chosen by 
the student body for Homecoming 
court were Aubrey Lehrmann. 
Steve Smith. Alecia Dillon, Duane 
Cunningham, Heather Bank and 
Chris Gerlica
“It’s probably one of the best 
feelings that I’ve ever had in my 
life to know that I represent this 
school in this way after how much 
I’ve loved all my experiences 
here.’’ Cunningham said. "Through 
thick uxl thin, it's always been 
a great experience, and since 
I'm graduating in December, 
this is such a great way to bnng 
everything together at the end."
Battle said the experience of 
being chosen felt surreal as she 
was able to set an example for 
underclassmen nursing majors. 
Even with the rigorous course 
work of nursing classes, students 
can still be involved on campus 
and maintain their grades, she 
said.
The overall homecoming 
winners were also announced at the 
event. First place went to the team 
comprised of Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha. Alpha Kappa 
Alpha and Zeta Phi Beta. Second 
place went to Phi Pi Chi. whik the 
Summations tixik thud place.
Although the participating 
teams made up the majority of 
those involved in the week’s 
events, it was open to all students, 
staff and faculty
“It’s usually kind of bonng 
out here, so when they have 
on-campus events, it gives you 
something do to." said GVSU 
freshman Drew Raine. “You can 
get out of your dorm room and 
meet new people "
On Saturday, hundreds of 
GVSU alumni braved cold, wet 
conditions to return to then alma 
mater for day-long receptions, 
tailgating and football festivities.
Kissinger
continued from page A1
Kissinger drew significant 
criticism for his secret visits to 
countries, causing some authors 
to accuse him of war crimes.
Mediamouse.org. a small 
Grand Rapids based independent 
media source, will be staging a 
protest lo Kissinger's speech 
this Tuesday.
“I think it is great that they 
are doing this." Didier said. 
“They are doing what this 
country stands for — speaking 
what they feel. Kissinger has 
the right to speak nis beliefs, 
and they do as well. It is the 
basis on which our country was 
founded."
In 1950. Kissinger graduated 
from Harvard University 
where he was rumored to have 
achieved the only perfect grade 
point average in Harvard's 
history, despite receiving one B 
his senior year.
Among the awards he has
received are the Guggenheim 
Fellowship. the Woodrow 
Wilson Prize for the best book 
in the fields of government, 
politics and international 
affairs, the Veterans of Foreign 
Wars Dwight D. Eisenhower 
Distinguished Service Medal, 
the Hope Award for International 
Understanding, (he Presidential 
Medal of Freedom. Medal of 
Liberty and in 1973, Kissinger 
won the Nobel Peace Prize for 
his involvement in ending the 
Vietnam War.
"Kissinger is phenomenal, 
bright and intelligent — the 
type of person we want to be 
speaking at the Ford Museum.” 
Didier said. “Kissinger has 
a global grasp which places 
things in context, and from and 
intellectual leadership point of 
view, that is exactly what we 
want. Kissinger provides us with 
valuable food for thought."
For more information or 
possible seating, call (616) 254- 
0367
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Careerfest puts students, 
employers face to face
DeVos' daughter speaks to 
CoNege Republicans
Eli** DeVbt, the oldest 
daughter of • Republican 
gubernatorial candidate Dick 
DeNAx, met with members of 
the College Republicans in the 
Kiikhof Center on Friday.
She held a roundtable question 
and answer session with the 
group, clarifying issues about the 
debates, the campaign trail and 
her father's goals for the state of 
Michigan should he be elected.
The state’s economy, higher 
education and DeVos'background 
as a businessman were some 
topics of discussion.
"He is a man who dues what 
he says he'll do." she said.
DeVAx added her father will 
create a job climate in Michigan 
that will provide employment 
after Moderns graduation, as her 
father wiM atoo weak to mmnnx
It's axetunf to ba *Mr to put
Mipport (ha Mi of anpa, 
DeVA* ML *1 know he's 
vsondnfUl and muki-ffceted ... 
1 would love everyone to know 
him like I do."
She said she has volunteered to 
do a* much as can to support 
her father's campaign and recxiidy 
appeared in a commercial
Involved with her local chapter 
of College Republicans, DeVAx is 
a senior at Princeton University in 
New Jersey.
MSU approves medical school 
expansion
Final plans are underway for 
the expansion of Michigan Stale 
Univenity’s College of Human 
Medicine to Grand Rapids after 
the MSU Board of Trustees 
approved the project.
At its meeting Friday, the 
hoard voted 8-0 to continue the 
project, which would expand 
the medical school to include 
a campus in downtown Grand 
Rapids' medical hill area.
The estimated $70 million 
building will be placed near 
Michigan Street, between 
College Avenue and the Grand 
River, although no location has 
been finalized.
Though the development has 
been slow in the process. MSU 
Medical School Deun Marsha 
Rappley said there has been work 
behind the scenes.
'This will be the real evidence 
that we’re moving ahead with our 
plans." Rappley recently told the 
Grand Rapids Press.
Alternative fuel initiative 
launched in West Michigan
A local dairy farm will host 
a machine designed to convert 
animal waste into electricity, 
indicating West Michigan could 
be a leader in the growing field of 
alternative energy sources.
The plan to buikl the biomass 
plant on the den tXilk dairy farm 
in Ravenna. Mich, was announced 
Friday during a press conference 
at the Michigan Alternative 
and Renewal Energy Center in 
Muskegon.
Grand Valley Stale University 
President Thomas J. Haas. 
U.S. Rep Pete Hoekstra (R- 
Holland). MAREC Director 
Imad Mahawih. State Sen. Jerry 
Van Woerkom. Stale Rep. Dave 
Partial and a representative of 
the den Dull farm attended the 
conference
Along with the creation of 
free and renewable energy, the 
bavnass digesters will create a 
new job market in the farming 
communities of Michigan, as 
they have successfully created 
jobs in Europe
The project is being conducted 
with MAREC and is being 
funded with a $1 million grant 
from the Michigan Public Service 
Commission. The den Dulk firm 
will contribute $1.2 million for 
the site preparation required to 
boat the broihgeater
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Dissecting the Issue: Hilary Shelton speaks out against the passing of Proposal 2 on the Nov 7 ballot as part of the Ml Hi 
panel Wednesday m the Grand River Room of the Kirkhof Center The debate, consisting of four panelists arguing for and 
against the elimination of Affirmative Action, was sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Affairs
Experts consider 
pros, cons of MCRI
Four panelists 
debate the effects 
of Proposal 2 in 
Michigan
By Andrew Storm
GVJ. Stuff Writer
The question of whether or not 
Affirmative Action should end in 
Michigan continues to draw strong 
emotions on both sides of the 
controversial issue appearing on 
the Nov. 7 ballot
Grand Valley State University’s 
Office of Multicultural Affairs 
sponsored a debate Wednesday as 
part of its Professionals of Color 
Ijccture Series to help educate on 
what Proposal 2 is. and the impact 
it will have if passed
Proposal 2 is one of the most 
contentious ivsues facing voters 
this November, said Oliver Wilson, 
dean of the Office of Multicultural 
Affairs, as students, faculty and 
staff packed the Kirkhof Center’s 
Grand River Room for the event.
If the proposal is passed by 
the citizens of Michigan, it would 
ban Affirmative Action programs 
that give preferential treatment 
on the basis of race, gender, 
color, ethnicity or national origin 
regrading public employment, 
education or contracting.
The panel was comprised 
of proposal supporters Ward 
Conneriy and Linda Chavez, while 
Hilary Shelton and Mark Fancher 
spoke out against the proposal 
“1 do not believe my government 
should be using anybody's skin 
color, race or gender or ethnicity 
or national origin to decide who 
gels into public college, who gets 
a job. who gets a contract," said
Conneriy. who led the University 
of California to end using race as 
a means for admissions "I believe 
the government should be blind to 
those considerations ”
Shelton disagreed 
"It must be skipped." said 
Shelton, director of the NAACP 
Washington bureau. "We must 
celebrate the diversity of Michigan 
and move forward. To make sure 
that all Americans, especially those 
here in Michigan, have the right to 
fully participate "
Part of the debate analyzed the 
effects a similar proposal made 
in California, when Proposal 
\s as passed m I **>6 l ike 
Proposal 2. the California proposal 
prevents preferential treatment 
of any individual or group in 
public employment, education, or 
contracting on the basis of race, 
sex. color, ethnicity or national 
origin.
"This year, the entering class 
of UCLA in Los Angeles, which 
has the highest concentration of 
people of African descent in L.A., 
this year had fewer students of 
African descent than any class 
since 1973." said Fancher. attorney 
for the Racial Justice Project of the 
American Civil Liberties Union 
Chavez was quick to point out 
that other minority enrollment rates 
have increased since 1996 at the 
University of California overall.
"The number of black and 
Latino students going there today 
is substantially greater today than 
in 1996." said Chavez, chairman of 
the Center for Equal Opportunity.
Chavez said not only are more 
minority students attending college. 
hut they are also graduating 
Proper preparation before college 
allows minority students to 
enter institutions with scones
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comparable to those of white and 
Asian students, he added
A poll released Wednesday 
showed most of Michigan remains 
split on the issue. According to 
Iowa-based Sel/rr and Company. 
44 percent of likely voters oppose 
the ballot proposal, while 41 
percent support it mid 15 pereent 
are undecided
"We don’t need race preferences 
to respect our differences and work 
harmoniously to survive globally." 
Conneriy said
He added those who attend a 
single sex school or single race 
school ;ire no less equipped than 
anyone else. As the economy in 
California is one of tlie top in the 
nation. Conneriy asked where 
Michigan stands.
“Michigan is one of the most 
segregated states in the country." 
Fancher said. "If there’s any 
interest at all in saving Michigan 
to promote greater diversity. 
Affirmative Action is an essential
tool
It is unfair low impair California 
with Michigan, since it is one of the 
most diverse populations racially 
and ethnically in the country, even 
before Proposal 209. Fancher said.
The debate w as pail of the sixth 
annual National Take Affirmative 
Action Day.
West Michigan 
Careerfest allows 
students to network 
with hundreds of 
company reps
By Rachel Royer
GVl.SUtff Writer
The halls of the DeVos Place 
Convention Center buzzed with 
activity Thursday as students 
took their first steps toward new 
working possibilities.
Grand Valley Slate University 
held its annual West Michigan 
Careerfest job fair at the 
convention center in downtown 
Grand Rapids
From 2 to 6 p.m., students 
from GVSU. Hope. Calvin. 
Cornerstone and Aquinas 
colleges had the opportunity to 
search for prospective careers 
or internships. Students from all 
majors were invited to attend, 
said Carol CofTey. technical 
systems coordinator at GVSU.
Coffey added that a mass e- 
mail was sent out to hundreds of 
companies inviting them to attend 
the career fair, and whoever 
responded was welcomed to the 
event.
Some traveling from out of 
state. Coffey said 141 employers 
attended the event. Company 
representatives ranged from all 
ureas of study offering multiple 
part-time, full-time, co-op and 
internship opportunities.
“Last year’s winter fair was 
our biggest — we had 900 
students attend." said Michelle 
Holstcge, a coordinator of the 
event. "But this year we expected 
at least I.(XX)"
The Careerfest’i organizers 
reached their goal with more than 
1.000 students attending. Colfcy 
said.
In previous years, the West 
Michigan Careerfest was held in 
the Eberhard Center on GVSU’s 
Pew Campus, but was switched 
this year.
"Due to the amount of students 
and employers attending, the 
event outgrew the old venue," 
CofTey said.
Holstege said the job fair 
has showed a steady increase in 
participation every year.
"We’ve been holding this 
event for about six years." she 
said. "This has been our largest 
career fair by far than we’ve ever 
had"
Holstege manned a table at 
the career fair and offered help 
to students who were unsure of 
what to do, she said. She added 
that she encouraged students 
to strive for the career of their 
choice, emphasizing that was the 
reason employers were invited.
"It’s a chance to see what 
opportunities are out there that 
I wouldn't normally think of." 
said Jenna Bromley. GVSU 
senior. “It’s overwhelming at 
first, but you leave with good 
information."
GVSU senior finance major 
Scott Meyer said he used the fair 
to network into other schooling 
as he plans to attend law school 
later on.
"It’s an opportunity to get 
your resume out there so maybe 
you can get some interviews 
and find a job," said Ben Hall, 
marketing and management 
senior. "Yeah, you can do all 
that on the Internet, but it’s much 
more personal here."
All in the presentation GVSU student Kristyn Zapalski speaks with an A*km 
Incorporated representative at the West Michigan Careerfest Thursday
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EDITORIAL----------------------------------------------------------
Louder than words
Members of the university community 
must turn their knowledge into power 
when the Michigan Civil Rights Initiative 
hits the state ballot on Nov. 7.
Ideas are the groundwork for future laws and practices. 
College campuses serve as a birthplace for many influential 
thoughts that shape the state of things to come. Expressing 
opinions in debates and collecting information from teach- 
ins are stepping stones on the path of our nation's progress. 
Words, however, are simply not enough.
Last Wednesday, designated as National Take Affirmative 
Action Day, four guest experts put time and effort into 
educating the Grand Valley State University community in a 
panel discussion about the Michigan Civil Rights Initiative, 
also known as Proposal 2, which will appear on the state 
ballot Nov. 7. By bringing in advocates from either side 
of the issue, the audience was exposed to the initiative's 
objectives from multiple viewpoints. If passed, it will remove 
Affirmative Action from not only GVSU, but every public 
university in the state. Affirmative Action impacts students 
and staff in terms of enrollment and retention. For these 
reasons, everyone at the university is responsible for learning 
about it.
Those who missed the various information sessions and 
student march held Wednesday must now make their own 
time to become familiar with the issue. As the final two 
weeks dwindle toward the opening of the polls, current staff 
and students need to take ownership in the future of this 
university and that of others in the state. Students enroll in 
college to learn. This is a chance to put that knowledge to 
work before graduation.
While education is the key, action is the door for which it 
unlocks. Students and staff need to bring their ideas to life 
by voting not only for the state’s next governor, but on ballot 
topics such as Proposal 2 that directly affect them and the 
those who follow in their footsteps for higher education.
On Nov. 7, what people do speaks louder than what they 
say.
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“I want students to realize that 
domestic violence happens here on 
campus, in our own communities 
and to people of all ages.”
Jo Ann Wassenaar
Assistant Director of the Women's
Center, about the Silent Witness Project
GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to 
stimulate discussion and action on 
topics of interest to the Grand Valley 
Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
welcomes reader viewpoints and 
offers three vehicles of expression for 
reader opinions: letters to the editor, 
guest columns and phone responses
Letters must include the author's 
name and be accompanied by current 
picture identification if dropped off 
in person Letters will be checked 
by an employee of the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn
Letters appear as space permits 
each itaue The limit for letter length 
is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense letters and columns for 
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley llanthorn will 
not be held responsible for errors 
that appear in print as a result of 
transcribing handwritten letlers or e- 
mail typographic errors
The name of the author is usually 
published but may be withheld for 
compelling reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved 
by nor necessarily represent those of 
the university, its Board of Trustees, 
officers, faculty and staff
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YOUR INSIGHTS
How well do you think college prepares you 
for the real world?
"It depends on how people 
use the opportunities 
available to them. If you 
take internships and 
extracurricular seriously, 
you will be better prepared 
than just relying on classes 
and dorm life."
"For my major, college 
gets me a pass to graduate 
school”
"As a grad student, 
everything is set up to 
simulate the real world, 
such as dinicals ”
"College isn’t the perfect 
preparation, but you are 
much better off in going to 
college between (ages) 18 
and 24 than not getting an 
education.”
Sara Bakker
Senior
Biomedical science
Rich Shoskey
Senior
Biomedical science
Dana Favara
Graduate student 
Physical therapy
Shingi Mavina
Freshman
International relations
GVL STUDENT OPINION
Hardcore fans deserve better
By Laura Wasilewski
GVL Staff WVitrr
From a strictly logical 
standpoint. I completely 
agree with the decision that 
Lubbers Stadium is not the 
neediest athletic facility that 
needs to be updated/built.
From a strictly logical 
standpoint, they are right. 
Lubbers Stadium will only 
be used five times during the 
regular season. Not to jinx 
our championship Lakers, 
but one can only imagine that 
it will probably be used a few 
more times in the postseason 
Either way. it will be used 
less than 10 times all year.
But as a fan. I'm outraged 
After learning about the 
2,900 seat limit placed on 
student section tickets, I went 
and picked up mine the first 
day they were available.
When I attended the 
Homecoming game, it
seemed a bit roomier in the 
stands, but not by much. 
Everyone was pretty packed 
in where I was. although 
there were some empty spots 
near the top
Everyone without a 
section nine student section 
ticket was turned away from 
the section, much to many 
people's dismay. So Laker 
fans stood on the track five 
and six deep, covered the 
grassy hill and invaded the 
visiting team's section.
We are an incredibly 
lucky university. We have 
the best team in Division 
II football, with loud, 
passionate fans.
At the Homecoming 
game, for example, it was 
cold and raining nearly the 
entire game Coupled with 
the first game of the Tigers in 
the World Senes, one might 
have expected a dearth in 
students
Yet the stands were
packed, 
with
Lakers fans 
cheenng 
their hearts 
out to pick 
up a w in 
and take 
over first 
place from 
the tie
with North wood One can 
argue that some people are 
fair weather fans, especially 
since there are a lot of wins 
here. And one can argue that 
others just like to tailgate 
But to the nearly 75 
students who stayed to the 
bitter end. Laker football 
is what it's about. By that 
time. Grand Valley State 
University was winning 
by 38 points. Victory was 
guaranteed from a much 
earlier point in the night, 
before the rain morphed 
from annoying to pouring, 
but some students stayed.
soaked and frozen. Those 
who stayed pretty much 
risked pneumonia to cheer 
the Lakers to victory.
Football fans put up with 
cold. rain, snow and standing 
for three straight hours to 
cheer on their team.
Don’t try to push football 
fans away by limiting them 
from the game Students 
want to be fans, support 
their winning team, build 
camaraderie with their fellow 
students and have a great 
time doing it all.
From a strictly logical 
standpoint, it seems silly lo 
expand on Lubbers Stadium. 
But from a fan’s point of 
view, there has to be better 
solution than limiting student 
tickets. When it goes so 
far that T. Haas lasts to the 
second half without anything 
on his head, and the painted, 
shirtless students cheer in the 
pouring rain, there has to be 
something better
Now what to do with that college degree
By Derek Reed
GVL Columnist
All these headlights move 
like fireflies through this 
concrete jungle, buzzing past 
at incredible rates of speed 
Going left, going down, going 
up. going sideways ... but 
where are they going17
Where am I going'7 
Sometimes I lose focus of w hat 
I'm doing here at school Yes. 
the goal is to get my degree, but 
then what0 That is the question 
that I and many other students 
probably struggle with Not 
those people who are nursing 
students, teachers or other 
similar degrees that launch 
them mm their held - they’re 
pretty well set They have then
goals. What about the general 
communication students? Or 
philosophy students? Creative 
writing majors'7
I get asked about five times 
a week. "So w hat are you going 
to do with a communications 
degree 7" Well, kind students. I 
don’t know. All I know is that 
I’ve changed majors so many 
times that the only practical 
thing left to do was reduce it 
to a general communications 
degree, being as 1 took so 
many classes in that field 
So the real question is this, 
is this a had thing ’ No. Of 
course this is just one man's 
opinion, but this is my column, 
and I have that leeway.
It isn’t really one's degree 
that matters in getting a fair
deal of jobs. More or less, it 
just a foot in the door. It gets 
the degree holder an interview 
or is simply a requirement to 
work for the company It is the 
work that someone has done 
that gives them the edge in 
getting that job they want.
So then what’s next? In a 
year when I have my precious 
general communications 
degree what will I do 7 Well. I 
don’t really know to be honest 
I have goals and plans but none 
of them involve my degree
It seems that when people 
think about what they're going 
to do with their life, they 
immediately think about what 
job they’re going to work. 
Why don’t they think about 
the places they want to go and
the people they want to meet?
It just seems that’s the 
natural way of the world. 
These cars buzzing around, 
like little bees to the hive.
I personally am happy with 
not knowing what’s next. In 
truth, no one knows what’s 
next and to think that one does 
is ludicrous There is nothing 
wrong with knowing what 
one is doing and moving in 
the directions of those dreams, 
but don’t wony if you become 
lost. Many people in the world 
are lost
This sense of taking 
beyond college is best summed 
up by a John Lennon quote. 
"Life is what happens while 
you're busy making other 
plans’”
Leslie Perales. Laker Life Editor 
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Laker Life in Brief
College Dents to present 
Appalachian Treasures
The College Democrats 
will sponsor Appalachian 
Treasures Wednesday at 6 
p.m. in the Kirkhof Center's 
Pere Marquette Room. 
The multimedia program 
shows how mountaintop 
coal mining and its social 
and environmental justice 
impacts in the Appalachian 
Mountains of Kentucky. 
West Virginia. Virginia and 
Tennessee.
For more information 
contact the College 
Democrats at
dems@student.gvsu.edu.
Speaker calls men to act out against abuse
GVSU will host 
presentation to 
raise awareness for 
domestic violence
By Jill Chapman
GVL Staff Writer
Since October is Domestic 
Violence Awareness Month. 
Tony Porter is trying to educate 
men on what they can do to help 
stop domestic violence.
Porter, who co-founded a 
nationally known non-profit 
organization called A Call to 
Men. which is grounded in New 
York City, will present on how 
men can take an active role
in stopping violence against 
women.
“Porter strives to answer 
the question 'what is it 
that men can do to stop the 
domestic and sexual violence 
against women?”* said Jo Ann 
Wassenaar. assistant director of 
the Women’s Center.
Last year. Porter spoke to 
classes, athletes and fraternities, 
presenting men with ideas on 
how to organize help the cause, 
she said.
Wassenaar said she hopes this 
program can show how men and 
women can work together. She 
wants students to learn that men 
are not always the perpetrators, 
she added.
Before and after the program.
there will be six different 
agencies sponsoring information 
tables to give attendees an 
opportunity to learn and interact 
with the various agencies. 
Agencies include the Child 
and Family Resource Council. 
Men’s Resource Center for 
Change. Safe Haven Ministries 
and the YWCA of West Central 
Michigan.
“The event is taking place 
on the Pew Campus to draw 
in the greater Grand Rapids 
community,” Wassenaar said. 
“The event is also an opportunity 
for students to meet agencies 
that are working out in the 
community and to gain the male 
perspective of the issue.”
She added she hopes students
can come out of the event with 
ideas they can help put into 
action.
Porter's presentation is 
based on a man's perspective 
of violence as it calls men 
to get involved to help stop 
the violence experienced by 
women.
Violence against women is 
at an epidemic level. Porter 
said. Women are more likely 
to be attacked by men they 
know rather than men who are 
complete strangers, he added.
Porter said it is important for 
men to be aware of the issue, 
become educated and take a 
stand.
W'hile the presentation is 
focused on men, women are
encouraged to attend also. Porter 
said.
“Women’s participation 
is requested, welcomed and 
honored." he said.
Porter will present at 7 p.m. 
Tueso.'v in the Loose more 
Auditorium on GVSU’s Pew* 
Campus, lu* event will be 
coordinated by the Kent County 
Domestic Violence Community* 
Coordinated Response Team. 
GVSU’s Women’s Center, 
and the Center for Women in 
Transition in Holland.
“This program is not about 
placing blame, it’s going to be 
about what we can all do to * 
make the community safer for 
women, children and men," 
Wassenaar said.
Students raise voices in campus rally
CVt 'SUry Rm
Making a statement: GVSU students and One United Michigan supporters march through the Allendale 
Campus as part of a rally against Proposal 2 on Wednesday Inset: Jennifer Cato. GVSU senior, and GVSU 
graduate Jamon Alexander, both members of One United Michigan, watch the featured speaker during 
the National Take Affirmative Acton Day march aod rally
Students organize, 
participate in a rally 
against the passing of 
Proposal 2
By Leslie Perales
GVL Laker Life Editor
Students gathered Wednesday in 
front of Zumberge Library with signs, 
banners and a political message.
Their message centered on Proposal 
2. the Michigan Civil Rights Initiative. 
If passed, the proposal would make any 
Affirmative Action or similar programs 
that discriminate or give preferential 
treatment to any individual or group 
based on race, sex, color, ethnicity or 
national origin in public employment, 
contracting and education, illegal.
The Multi-Racial Student 
Association sponsored National Take 
Affirmative Action Day with help from 
the College Democrats.
The all-day event started with a 
pro-Affirmative Action march across 
campus. A group of about 20 students 
walked from the library to Kleiner 
and back to the Cook Carillon Tower 
chanting phrases such as “No on two, 
it’s bad for you.” and “Yes to progress, 
no on two.”
Sophomore Lauren Cowan, who 
attended the event, said she is against 
Proposal 2 because it benefits others 
than just herself, including other races, 
genders and people with disabilities.
During the march, senior Jazmine 
Williams, a member of College 
Democrats, explained to other students 
how many programs will lose funding 
if Proposal 2 is passed.
“Any program that only caters to 
one side or the other, including things 
like domestic violence shelters, rape 
prevention, anything like that — they 
lose funding.” Williams said.
Programs that offer free screenings 
for breast cancer and testicular cancer 
would be affected by Proposal 2, 
because they are for one gender only, 
she added.
Student Senate President Frank 
Foster said to learn more about the 
MCRI. he and other Student Senate 
members went to an event in downtown
Grand Rapids Tuesday where a group 
from California presented extensive 
research on the effects of such a 
proposal. In California Proposition 209. 
the California Civil Rights Initiative, 
which is very similar to Proposal 2, has 
already been passed.
“Student Senate has a resolution 
opposing the MCRI and Proposal 2, so 
we’re going to do everything we can to 
educate and support that resolution.” 
Foster said.
After the march, a rally was held 
at the Cook Carillon Tower, where 
Reverend Mary Martin. Jamon 
Alexander and Emily Malloy spoke.
Martin is a senior pastor from the Free 
Spirit Worship Center in Grand Rapids. 
She came to share her experiences and 
insight on Proposal 2 and Affirmative 
Action. Martin compared Proposal 2 
on this year’s ballot to Proposal 2 on 
the 2004 ballot, which banned gay and 
lesbian marriages.
Alexander, who graduated from 
GVSU in 200$. and Malloy spoke 
together on how they were raised in 
different situations, but because of 
Affirmative Action, both now work for 
Heart of West Michigan United Way.
Following the speakers Shy (Blake) 
Carter, a former GVSU student, and 
D Boss (DeMarco Turner), performed 
hip-hop music while students ate 
cookies and drank hot chocolate.
Senior Jennifer Cato, a member of 
the Multi-Racial Student Association, 
said the group had many problems 
putting together the event, including 
not having the flyers printed until the 
night before, changing speakers and 
ordering a stage but receiving tables 
instead. Despite the setbacks. Cato said 
she was pleased with the results.
In addition to the outdoor events, 
there were also information tables 
set up inside the Kirkhof Center to 
educate students on Proposal 2. In the 
afternoon, information sessions were 
held in The Women’s Center lounge for 
any students who wanted to discuss the 
proposal or ask questions.
“Proposal 2 threatens the state of 
Michigan in ways that people don’t 
even realize.” said GVSU senior 
Danielle DeRuiter-Williams. president 
of MRSA. “It threatens everything 
from prostate cancer research to breast­
feeding campaigns to YWCA. It’s 
not just about race, and that’s one of 
the misconceptions that many people 
have.”
In addition to the MRSA and College
Democrats. CLOUD NINE., 
You Beautiful Black Woman and the 
National Panhellcnic Council helped 
with the event.
Silhouettes symbolize domestic violence at GV
Scholar to speak as part 
of scries
The Mandela-Parks 
Lecture Series will present 
African Americans and 
Genetics Wednesday from 3 
to 4:30 p.m. in the Kirkhof 
Center room 215/216.
Gloria Stephens Smith, 
professor of counseling 
psychology in the College 
of Education at Michigan 
State University, will 
share her scholarly work. 
Smith directed the Urban 
Counseling Mental Health 
Graduate Program for more 
than 10 years, was co-chair 
of the National Conference 
on Counseling Minorities, 
served as the National 
President of the Association 
of Multicultural Counseling 
and Development and was 
president of the American 
Counseling Association 
Foundation. She has also 
been involved in several 
research studies involving 
community based groups in 
collaborative efforts.
For more information 
on the event contact 
Barb Blankemeier at 
blankemb@gvsu.edu
PRSSA event teaches 
students networking
The Public Relations 
Student Society of America 
hosted a networking 
event for Grand Valley 
State University’s
student organizations last 
Wednesday evening in the 
Kirkhof Center.
The event began 
with hors d’oeuvres and 
mocktails while students 
participated in speed 
networking. Participants 
were divided into four 
stations. The stations were 
conducted by a PRSSA e- 
board member, and students 
received six minutes at each 
station before moving onto 
the next.
Students who attended 
the event learned 
about media relations, 
budgeting, event planning 
and promotional tactics. 
PRSSA also passed out 
promotional kits explaining 
what its organization 
can do for other student 
organizations.
For more information 
about PRSSA. contact 
the organization at 
linkprssa@yahoo.com.
Students can suggest 
Kirkhof movies
Anyone interested in 
recommending a movie to 
be shown in the Kirkhof 
Center Big Theatre can 
now give suggestions. To 
make a suggestion, contact 
Spotlight Productions at 
(616) 331-2806 and ask 
for Juston Espinoza. The 
film schedule for the winter 
semester will be determined 
in late October.
Student Senate to host 
•A Call for Art*
The Grand Valley State 
University Student Senate 
is accepting sculptures, 
drawings, graphic designs, 
paintings, poetry, jewelry, 
pottery and • handmade 
items for a Battle of the 
Valleys fund-raiser event. 
Submissions will be 
accepted until Oct. 30 at 5 
p.m. The donated art will 
be aoctiooed off during a 
silent auction on Nov. 1.
For more information, 
contact the senate office at 
(616) 331-2333.
By Matt Marn
GVL Staff Writer
Presenting the stories of 20 
individuals who died as a result of 
domestic violence on red wooden 
silhouettes throughout campus, 
the Silent Witness Project begins 
today
The unveiling of the silhouettes 
will take place in a ceremony at 
the Cook-DeWitt Center at noon.
“The stories are from a diverse 
group of individuals.” said Jo 
Ann Wassenaar. assistant director 
of the Women’s Center. "I want 
students to realize that domestic 
violence happens here on campus, 
in our own communities and to 
people of all ages."
This year the Silent Witness
Project includes children as young 
as four years old who died from 
domestic violence.
“It is not that only 20 men. 
women and children died as a 
result of domestic violence in 
2005." Wassenaar said. "We 
are just using these 20 stories as 
examples for the community.”
Some people wonder 
why individuals in abusive 
relationships do not leave their 
partners. Wassenaar added
“Most of the victims in the 
Silent Witness Project did leave 
the relationship," she said. “Most 
of them were tracked down by 
their former partner. It is really 
scary to think about it. but it 
happens.”
People should not be afraid to
seek help if they are in an abusive 
relationship, she added
There are numerous agencies 
people can turn to for help — the 
Women’s Center, the Counseling 
Center. Safe Haven Ministries, the 
YWCA of Grand Rapids and the 
Center for Women in Transition.” 
Wassenaar said. “For those who 
want their help, we also work 
closely with Public Safety."
Valerie Helgren of the Center 
far Women in Transition said 
the Silent Witness Project is a 
great way to bring awareness to 
the community about domestic 
violence.
"The most important part is 
being able to share women’s 
stories with people.” she said. 
“Even though we might not be
aware of it. it is very prevalent in 
our communities and in our lives. 
The more we are aware, the more 
we can begin to change things for 
victims."
Since October is Domestic 
Violence Awareness Month. 
GVSU is hosting events 
throughout the month, including 
the Clothesline Project, the Silent 
Witness Project and A Call to 
Men.
“We felt it was so important 
to incoming students to receive 
information on domestic violence 
and sexual assault, that we 
combined the events." Wassenaar 
said. “I want this event to work 
toward raising awareness.”
Wassenaar added she wants 
students to come away from the
event with ideas to make their 
community a safer place where 
violence is not tolerated
“Dating violence is also very 
real and very dangerous.” Helgren 
said. “Many of the women and 
children killed were killed during 
a dating relationship.”
Those being abused need to 
know they are not alone, and there 
is someone to help and support 
them Helgren added. Awareness 
of the issue is the first step in 
making any change, she said.
“The awareness is key." she 
said. “It takes everyone in our 
community working together to 
have an impact on this problem. 
Having awareness is a big step.”
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CRUNCHER
After obtaining Its first 
ever NCAA Oil National 
Championship last saason with 
an overall record of 33-3. the 
Grand Valley State University 
women's basketball team Is 
now ranked No. 2 In the 2006 
Women’s Division II Bulletin 
Preseason Basketball Top 25. 
The Lakers will play their first 
preseason game at Michigan 
State University on Nov. 2.
Adding another sweep, the 
Laker volleyball team beat 
Michigan Technological 
University 3-0 Friday, improving 
its record to 22*2 overall. 
This was the 16th sweep for 
the volleyball team, which Is 
currently ranked No. 6.
The women's tennis team 
defeated the University of 
Findlay Friday with a team 
score of 9-0 on the road 
This was the team's fifth 
straight win and Increased 
both Its overall and Great 
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference record to 7*1.
Grand Valley State University's 
football team has beat Ferris 
State University 20 times out of 
the 33 games they have played 
one another, giving the Lakers 
a .621 winning percentage. 
The Lakers and the Bulldogs 
will play their 34th game on 
Saturday in Big Rapids
GET YOUR
LAKER
NEWS
ONLINE
www.lanthorn.com
FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley 7*0 8 0
Northwood 6*1 6*1
Farris State 5-2 6*2
Wayna State S-2 5-3
Indianapolis 4*3 53
Saginaw Valley 4* +L
Hillsdale 4*4 4*4
JdL
Ashland M H
Northern Mkhloan 2*5 2*5
H M
VOLLEYBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley 16-1 23-2
Ferris State 11-5 19-6
Northwood 9-6 15-8
Michigan Tech n 13*11
Northern Michigan H 14-9
Saginaw Valley HL 11*11
Ufct Syperior State HI JOSL
1M| iil
----------------ji 11*5 2H
jit
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Gaining yards: Senior quarterback Cullen Fmnerty avoids a tackle while running the ball during GVSU's home game against Northwood University on Saturday The Lakers defeated Northwood 45-7
Lakers add first blemish to 
GLIAC opponent’s record
GVSU beat Northwood 
University Saturday 
to claim sole lead in 
conference standings
By Brandon Watson
CM. Staff Writer
No. I Grand Valley Stale University 
and No. 9 Northwood University met on 
Saturday in a kittle of unbeaten teams fur 
find place in the Great I-akes Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference
GVSU’i homecoming brought 13,480 
fans k> Lubbers Stadium, the fourth largest 
crowd in the stadium's history, ending in a 
45-7 mute of the Timherwolve*
• The win ran GVSU's record U> 8-0 
overall and 7-0 in conference play.
The Timberwolves came into Allendale 
with the triple option attack that has brought 
them success all season. The attack had little 
success as the Laker defense dominated 
in every aspect of the game, farcing six 
Northwood turnovers
"Our defense has really stepped up 
and started playing like a championship 
defense,” said head coach Chuck Martin. 
"We really attacked the football umight, 
and our defease made plays ."
Northwood wasted no time, however, 
getting out to an early 7-0 lead on its 
fust drive. In just 2:42 seconds, the 
Timberwolves (hove 81 yards in five 
play*. Northwood wide receiver Antoine 
ivy capped the drive off with a 19-yard 
touchdown run.
On their first possession, the Lakers 
marched the hall deep into Northwood 
territory. A missed field goal ended the drive.
giving the hall hack to the Timberwolves.
The defense answered the call, as junior 
defensive end Justin Ulberg returned a 
fumble for a touchdown to even the score.
“It was a bad snap,” Ulberg said. "I 
looked at the ball and it was just sitting 
there”
Turnovers haunted Northwood all night 
as it tumbled five times and threw one 
interception. TNvo of the fumbles were taken 
back for touchdowns, and four of the six 
turnovers turned into GVSU touchdowns.
The Lakers took control in the second 
quarter when their offense finally broke 
through. Senior quarterback Cullen 
Finnerty threw touchdown passes to senior 
wide receiver Eric Fowler of 12 and two 
yards for the scores, pushing the Laker lead 
to 21-7. Keeping the second drive alive, a 
fourth down conversion pass came from 
Fmnerty to redshirt freshman wide receiver
Blake Smoien
“We really wanted to stay aggressive on 
offense tonight,” Finnerty said. "We had a 
lot of opportunities to score tonight, and we 
scored enough to take control.”
Finnerty finished the night completing 
nine of 19, 146 yards and three 
touchdowns.
Just before the end of the half. Finnerty 
found senior wide receiver Terry Mitchell 
for a 35-yard touchdown pass to push the 
lead to 28-7 at the half.
“Our defense made a lot of good plays 
tonight that gave our offense the hall.” 
Martin said. “The offense just started taking 
control as we put points or the board.”
After 81 yards on the first drive, 
Northwood only gained 65 yards the rest 
of the game. The Lakers out-drove the
See Football, B5
Volleyball digs up three more 
conference wins in weekend play
C OUf^Bty ^
The Lakers sweep three GLIAC rivals 
during home games
By Brandon Watson
GVL Staff Writer
No. 6 Grand Valley State University improved to 23-2 
this season after a three-match sweep of conferences foe 
last weekend.
The Lakers improve to 16-1 in Great Lakes 
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference play as they gear up 
for the conference tournament.
On Thursday, Lake Superior State University fell to the 
Lakers 3-0 (30-14. 30-21 and 30-26). OVSU dominated 
game one with a .500 hitting percentage en route to a 
.316 percentage for the match. LSSU hit just .049 for the 
match, while the Lakers posted 29 more kills.
WI really stressed to our team that we needed to stay 
focused,” said assistant head coach Jason Johnson. 
"Sometimes teams have a tendency to get unfocused 
playing less talented teams, but we took care of 
business.”
Senior Meghan Moore led the way with a match- 
high 17 kills, backing up her GLIAC Player of the Week 
honors. She also tallied five service aces, six assisted 
blocks, two assists and four digs. She hit .387 for the 
match. Sophomore Lauren Rebcr continued to have a 
good season as she notched 10 kills, four digs and hit 
.316, while sophomore Danielle Alexander had seven 
kills, three assisted blocks, three digs and two assists.
Senior Megan Helsen tallied seven kills, seven digs, 
two assisted blocks and hit .429, while junior Erica 
Vandekopple had six kills, hit .375 and recorded three 
digs.
Sophomore Jamie Ashmore tallied 36 assista, two aces 
and three kills. Junior Allyaon Riley recorded 17 digs in 
the match, while freshman Kaity Gormley had two kills 
and four aaaists. Freshman Meghan Scanlon had four 
assists in the contest.
"We’ve really improved in the last two weeks.” said 
head coach Deanne Scanlon. “We can't hold anything 
hack now — we need to keep getting better.”
On Friday, Michigan Technological University came 
to the OVSU Fieldhouse Arena with hopes of an upset. 
Those hopes were crushed as the Lakers won 3-0 (30-17, 
30-16 and 30-20).
”We really played up to our level tonight," Johnson 
said “We've stressed not playing down to our opponent's 
level, but keeping our high intensity going.”
The Lakers got hot early, hitting .516 in the first game, 
tallying II more kills then the Huskies. OVSU hit .372 
as a team for the match, holding MTU to just a .051 
percentage.
Moore led the way again with 14 kills. She had a .360 
hittinc oercentate and notched four assisted blocks.
GVl / Misty Minna
Smashing: Kjokx outude hitter Cortney lokker %Ums the bell across the 
court against Michigan Technological University on Friday GVSU won 3-0.
Reber posted 10 kills, six digs and hit an amazing .714 for 
the match. Alexander also had 10 kills, with four assists, 
three digs and three assisted blocks.
”We have really gotten good play from our veteran 
girls,” Scanlon said “They know it’s time for them to 
step up as we finish the season strong."
Saturday saw the Lakers host Northern Michigan 
University, sweeping 3-0 (30-27, 30-24 and 30-20). With 
the win. GVSU will secure the North Division GLIAC 
title
The Lakers hit .346 for the match, with the Wildcats 
only hitting .150. GVSU posted 22 more kills and seven 
more blocks than its opponent.
MIt was a really busy weekend for us.” Scanlon said. 
"Playing three matches in three days can be troubling, but 
we handled it well.”
The season finale against Ferris State University will 
be at GVSU Fieldhouse Arena Oct. 27 at 7 p m
GVL / Matt SuftvriMd
Making strides: Senio* running back Astm 
Martin looks tor a hole in Northwood's 
defense during Saturday's borne game
GV’s play 
backs up its 
conference 
ranking
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor
Grand Valley State and Northwood 
universities seemed like two similar 
team* coming into their big showdown
About the only noticeably dissimilar 
thing about them on Saturday was that , 
GVSU was head-and-shoulders a better 
team, ousting the Timberwolves by a 
score of 45-7.
Coming uNo the game, the Lakers 
and Timberwolves were the two 
powerhouses of a very competitive 
Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference, both with perfect records. 
Both records were just as legitimate, as 
Northwood has now taken on four of 
the same teams the Lakers have faced 
this season
Both teams were also ranked within 
the top 10 teams in the nation, the 
Lakers being at No. 1 and Northwood 
being at No. 9. The Lakers were the 
top conference team in offense with 
Northwixid being m second The 
reverse was true on the defensive side 
of the hall, as the Timberwolves were 
first and the Lakers in second
Both teams were evenly matched 
within the last couple years, too. In
2004. Northwood defeated the L*en 
for the first time in school history. In
2005. the Lakers came charging back
Set Football column, B5
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Sports in Brief
Women's tennis wraps up
Oo Friday afternoon, the 
Grand Valley Stale Umvenuty 
women'* tennis team blanked the 
Univenity at Findlay by a score 
at 9-0. The Laken are now 8-1 
overall and in the Great Lakes 
Intercollegiate Athletic Confer-
r ♦
Li
Going into the weekend, 
they wet* in second place in the 
conference behind fit* place 
Northwood University, which 
had a record at 6-0. The remain­
ing outcomes at Northwood * 
schedule will determine if the 
Laken are GL1AC champions
GVSU'i final match was 
played Saturday when it defeated 
Wayne State University 6-3. Both 
garnet were played on the road.
This weekend, the Laken will 
travel to Midland. Mich, to take 
part tat the GLIAC Ibumamnt. a 
two-day event
women s MsuraaH 999M 
as second in tfw nation
After the Grand Valley State 
Univenity women’s basketball 
team won the school's first 
basketball national championship 
last year, the squad returns for 
another year ranked No. 2 in the 
nation. The ranking comes from 
the 2006 Women’s Division D 
Bulletin Preseason Basketball 
Tbp 25.
Last year, the Lakers 
ended with a 33-3 overall 
record m the season. En route 
to their championship, the 
Laken abo grabbed the Great 
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference tournament title 
along with the Great Lakes 
Regkei championship.
The Laken are 61-9 through 
the past two seasons. They will 
return all but one of their starters 
as they bid farewell to guard 
forward Niki Reams.
Vertical Earth taddes new
// v
* ~
GVl Archly* / Matt luttnflyld
Taking possession freshman irie Dennis takes the ball from a University of Findlay player on Oct 6 GVSU beat SVSU 5-0
Soccer leaves GLIAC 
rival scoreless
Vertical Earth, the rock 
climbing chib at Grand Valley 
Sole Univenity. took a trip 
Saturday to the Planet Rock 
m Ann Arbor to experience 
climbing outside the GVSU 
\ iiinniDv v CnKf v ummng ices 
were paid for by the dub. For 
a schedule of chib events or 
mformatiuo on bow » join, visit 
the club's Web site at httpYAvww. 
vertical-earth, otg.
Ultimate Frfsbee takes action
The Ultimate Frisbee dub of 
Grand Valley State Univenity. 
a group of Pnsbee enthusiasts 
who practice two tunes a week, 
participated in a three-day event 
during the weekend The squad 
traveled to Ohio to compete in the 
Ohio Ibumey. The results of the 
tournament were not available as 
of press time
Lakers notch 
five goals while 
Saginaw Valley 
State University 
fails to score
By Matthew Verdonk
GVL staff Writer
SAGINAW. Mich. - How 
does the saying go? Not all valleys 
are created equal ?
The Grand Valley State 
Univenity women's soccer team 
(14-1 -1) traveled to Saginaw Valley 
State University (11-7) Saturday 
and demolished the Cardinals on 
then own pitch by a score of 5-0.
The wet. muddy condition of the 
field inhibited both team’s offenses 
early, but GVSU sophomore 
goalkeeper Kristina Nasturzio 
made a crucial save a little more 
than six minutes into the game.
An SVSU forward received 
the ball in the middle of the field. 
20 yards away from the Laker net. 
and fired a shot labeled for the top
nght comer. Nasturzio came out 
of her net. leapt in the air with her 
arm extended and punched the ball 
away.
“She made the save we needed 
her to." said GVSU head coach 
Dave Dilanm.
Dilanni said his keeper has the 
ability to come up with big saves 
in key situations, and tougher 
competition than what the Laken 
faced in the first half of the season 
has forced Nasturzio to prove him 
right.
In the 11th minute, barely more 
than four minutes after Nasturzio 
denied SVSU’s first bid to get on 
the board, the Lakers took the lead 
and never looked back.
Sophomore forward Katy 
Tafler received the ball from senior 
midfielder Erica Rose in the middle 
of the field just inside the 18. made 
a quick step to the left leaving two 
defenders in the mud and fired a 
shot into the bottom nght comer of 
the net.
Just two and a half minutes 
later. Rose finished off the first 
half scoring w hen she pounced on 
a quality cross from sophomore 
midfielder Ashley Elsass and buned
it in the back of the net.
Dilanni praised his defease for 
holding the Cardinals to only three 
shots on goal, but said he was a little 
displeased with his team's play in 
the latter part of the first half.
"We allowed them to get 
through the middle too easily in the 
last 20 minutes (of the first half).” 
Dilanni said.
Tafler said her team controlled 
the ball well early in the game, 
as was evidenced by two quick 
goals, but as the half progressed, 
possession became erratic.
“We staited playing too direct.” 
Tafler added. “Dave talked at 
halftime about playing the ball to 
one another's feet and showing to 
the ball."
The Lakers came out in 
the second half and made the 
adjustments. Offensive pressure 
yielded six comer kicks, and one 
of them, taken by senior defender 
Katie Ales in the 61st minute, 
bounced off a Cardinal defender 
and into the net.
Sophomore midfielder Joyce 
Rose, who has scored three goals in
See Soccer, B8
Inductees earn honor
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Former GVSU athletes were inducted mio the Laker Sports Hall of Fame 
during halftime of the home football game on Saturday
Candace Safay*. toftbal Stott Marvn **t«*rg Qm Murtove. (hang. Todd Sctvrwt. 
batabal Todd Tracey tootbe* Dana* HW\ GVSU Scholar Ainu*
Kyle Dehne. GVSU Scholar Atm**
Donate plasma
honors, prepare for 
NCAA regional meet'
Both GVSU cross 
country teams 
win GLIAC 
team, individual 
championships
By Marc Koorstra
GVL Staff Writer
Both the men’s and the 
women’s Grand Valley State 
University cross country 
teams captured Great Lakes 
Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference championships in 
a dominating fashion Saturday 
at the Sycamore Springs Golf 
Course in Arlington. Ohio.
The men's team finished 42 
points ahead of the second place 
contender with 24. while the 
women finished with 27 points. 
53 ahead of the runner-up The 
conference titles marked the fifth 
straight for the men’s team and 
the sixth straight for the women.
A total of 13 Lakers earned all - 
conference honors, eight coming 
from the men’s team and five 
from the women’s side.
“We had a lot of fast times 
across the board.” said GVSU 
head coach Jerry Baltes. “We ran 
aggressively, and the results took 
care of themselves "
The Lakers also claimed both 
individual titles. Junior Nate Feck 
claimed the men’s crown with a
GVl Arttwv* / Anne WfcwelMef 
Leading the pack: Sophomore 
Laura Merman rum at the Michigan 
Intercollegiate Meet on Oct. 6 She 
won the GLIAC title this weekend as 
her team also claimed victory
time of 24:19.5. and sophomore 
Laura Aderman won the women’s 
race with 2106.3.
Also scoring on the men’s side 
was senior Ryan Holm with a 
time of 24:44.2, good enough for 
fourth place. Junior James Gale 
finished fifth (24:49.9), senior Nic 
Gatlin finished sixth (24:50.6) 
and sophomore Chris Hammer 
finished eighth (24:55.8).
Juniors Robbie Young (Uth 
place. 24:59.2), Grant Fall (12th, 
2502) and senior Chris Pabsi 
(13th, 2503.2) also earned all­
conference honors.
See Cross Country, B8
The rundown:
Pro athletes find double 
standard in punishment policies
By John Faarup
GVL Staff Writer
Last week, the Detroit 
Lions’ defensive tackle Shaun 
Rogers was suspended for four 
games after violating the NFL’s 
substance abuse policy. As it 
turns out the “substance" was 
steroids.
This wasn’t the first time a 
player has been caught using 
performance enhancing drugs. 
In March 2005. a report was 
released implicating several 
Carolina Panthers offensive 
linemen in a steroid scandal. 
Initially, it was a surprise to 
most, given the NFL’s stringent 
drug testing policy that suppos­
edly administers random tests 
throughout the season. The stir 
created, though, was minuscule 
in proportion compared to the
shock wave that rocked Major 
League Baseball with the (ell- 
all novel “Game of Shadows."
One would have to be naive 
to think professional football 
players were not using steroids 
to enhance their performances 
on the field. Any game that has 
money involved on one of the 
most competitive playing fields 
around is bound to have people 
who want to cheat their way to 
the top.
So are some people thinking 
that these linemen, stacked 
with 200 pounds of pure 
muscle, are able to run around 
the field like Forrest Gump, 
dodging bullets like Keanu 
Reeves in “The Matrix" all 
due to pure skill? I guess next 
they're going to tell me that 
professional wrestling is not
See Rundown, B8
Your new books could help
someone through a rough
assignment.
MOTMAN'S
Orchards & Farm Market
0-2417 River HHI Dr (4ft mile* W. of Standaic on M-45)
Open 8-7, Ctoeed Sunday (414)477-1525
McIntosh 
Apples
°»iy*Z.95ta<
1/2 Bar
Plus 8 more Varieties 
And lots of farm fresh produce
All At Affordable Prices
Come check us out, i 
A Real farm close by
All GV Students Receive 10% Off 
purchases of *5.°° or more.
Must present college ID.
n AWM MKVH I s
give, receive.
So matter what you do with the money, you'll save a life.
Receive up to S200 a month and give life to patients, in need.
Donate plasma. It's easy & simple.
616-735-4559 I 3800 Lake Michigan Dr NW, Suite 102 | Walker, Ml 49544]
www.biolifeplasma.com
f I
Michelle Pawlak, A6E Editor 
artsolanthorn com
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The Prestige"
Dark new 
film casts 
its spell on 
audiences
By John Faarup
| GVL Staff Writer
Ifc
* Misdirection is the key to 
any magic trick.
Director Christopher Nolan 
is more than familiar with this 
concept His latest film does 
not approach the Rubik’s Cube 
enigma that was “Memento.” 
but there are enough twists 
in “The Prestige" to induce a 
massive cerebral hemonhage. 
sure to keep you guessing for 
hours after exiting the theater.
While the puzzle is solvable 
through careful analysis. Nolan 
is able to achieve a constant 
state of uncertainty, the 
magician's most coveted goal
Alfred Borden (Chnstian 
Bale) and Rupert Angier (Hugh 
Jackman) work as assistants to 
a local magician who performs 
the standard repertoire of 
tricks. Angler's wife also 
assists in the program, playing 
the pretty girl who escapes 
from shackles after being 
dumped in a water tank.
The job affords both of 
them to develop their own 
show, but everything turns sour 
when Borden ties an incorrect 
knot that leaves the girl to 
drown when she is unable 
to slip out of her restraints. 
Angier does not grieve long 
before trying to revenge his 
lover's death by sabotaging 
Borden’s act.
The beef quickly spirals 
out of control as each tries 
to one-up each other on both 
a professional and personal 
level.
There is an unflappable 
obsession with unlocking the 
key to each other's illusions, 
and eventually the act evolves 
into something beyond magic, 
something that touches the 
realm of science fiction.
Nolan uses a constant 
sleight of hand to stay one step 
ahead of everyone else. Every 
scene, every character and 
every detail is crafted in such a 
way that the truth will always 
be just out of reach. Attempting 
to solve the mystery too early 
will certainly prove to be a 
blunder.
The real enjoyment, like 
any magic trick, is to sit back 
and admire the showmanship, 
only afterward questioning the 
method. The twists and turns 
‘The Prestige ’ takes are not 
the focus of the him. and it 
does not rely on cheap tricks to 
prop up a poor plot.
Bale and Jackman are 
more than adequate as their 
inherently strong screen 
presence perfectly fits the mold 
of any successful magician. 
Their act is convincing, and a 
colorful backdrop is provided 
with the likes of Scarlett 
Johansson and Michael Caine. 
Even the eclectic David Bowie 
makes an appearance as the 
story's true catalyst.
For those looking to 
unlock the mystery, it is 
important to pay attention to 
the elements of the him that 
are seemingly inconsequential 
The magician's most trusted 
friend, the canary, holds the 
key. Magic. real or fake, is 
baaed on misdirection and 
the ability to entertain “The 
Prestige” accomplishes both in 
convincing fashion.
GRAM'S Friday series | 
showcases art. music
The Grand Rapids 
Art Museum offers 
gallery tours on 
Friday Nights
By Michelle Pawlak
GVL A&E Editor
After a long week of 
midterms and studying, most 
students believe they have 
earned some major relaxation 
points.
The Grand Rapids Art 
Museum’s Friday Nights 
at the GRAM looks to give 
Grand Valley State University 
students just that.
The GRAM has offered 
Friday Nights for about seven 
years, said Kristyn Zinner, 
GRAM marketing and public 
relations manager.
"Our goal is to attract 
visitors to the museum," she 
said. Tt provides more of a 
casual atmosphere. It's meant 
to be a cultural, educational 
and fun experience.”
Each Friday, the GRAM 
offers three hours of musical 
entertainment, guided gallery 
tours and usually a special 
event, costing $3 for non- 
members, Zinner said.
She added the GRAM is
known as one of the only 
places in Grand Rapids to 
offer regular live jazz and 
blues music.
The first Friday of each 
month is unique, with free 
food sampling from local 
restaurants. Some nights are 
themed, which Zinner said 
she hopes will expand with 
the new building located in 
Monroe Square.
The new GRAM project, 
scheduled to be completed in 
early 2007, will offer triple 
the amount of gallery space, 
a new education center and 
a specific space dedicated 
to displaying the GRAM’s 
permanent collection, which 
is currently unable to be 
completely shown.
However, for those who are 
skeptical of stuffy crowds and 
formal events, Zinner said 
Friday Nights was created 
especially to make the museum 
experience more casual.
"It's truly a lot of fun.” 
she said. “It's a good outlet 
for students to experience the 
GRAM with other things at a 
discounted price. We usually 
get a decent student turnout."
Chris Dupont, a Grand 
Rapids Community College 
student, said students should 
come for the event and not 
just the art.
"I think if you are going out 
on a Friday night, it's good 
to go out and get exposed 
to something culturally 
enriching," Dupont said.
Fellow GRCC student, 
Rose Crissman, added the 
Friday Night scene is a classy 
one.
"I would only recommend 
this if you want to go 
somewhere sophisticated and 
relax," she said. "But respect 
the atmosphere of the art 
museum before deciding."
Zinner said many people 
use the GRAM as a meeting 
place after work or a starting 
spot before going out around 
Grand Rapids.
“Grand Rapids is a great 
place to be a student because 
of all the cultural opportunities 
that are so close.” she said.
Friday Nights at the 
GRAM are made possible by 
long-time sponsor Jade Pig 
Ventures.
"They like to see the 
creative things we do.” Zinner 
said.
For more information, 
including schedules. on 
Friday Nights at the GRAM, 
visit http://www.gramonline. 
org.
Strumming a tunc: Junior Valentine plays his guitar wNe John large keeps the beat on 
the drums The two are a pan of Junior Valentne and the Al Stars, a band who played at 
the Grand Rapids An Muesum on Friday as a pan of Fnday Nights at GRAM Every fnday 
night the GRAM features music and gaSery tours costng $3 for non-members
NOW OPEN
in Your Neighborhood!
Delivery! Dine In! TakeOut!
Quintet to share a 'diversity' of sound
Intrada Winds will 
play a program of 
classic, modern 
pieces at GVSU on 
Tuesday
By Brandy Arnold
CM. Staff Writer
Two Grand Valley State 
University’s Music Department 
alumni will return this week 
to share their talents with the 
GVSU community.
The Intrada Winds, a quintet 
that includes GVSU alumna 
Karisa Werdon, will perform 
Tuesday in GVSU’s Cook- 
DeWitt Center at 8 p.m.
Werdon. Stephanie Corwin, 
Adam Ward, Jeremy Eig and 
Conor Nelson formed Intrada 
Winds at Yale University in 
2003.
Since its formation, the group 
has won many awards including 
the 2004 Coleman Chamber 
Ensemble Competition Award 
for Winds and Brass. The 
group's musicians are currently 
pursuing their doctorates at 
State University of New York 
Stony Brook and touring the 
Midwest.
The program will include 
work by saxophonist, composer 
and GVSU alumnus C.R. 
Kasprzyk.
Kaspr/yk said the group's 
selections contain familiar 
classical music, such as Mozart, 
as well as more modem pieces 
just composed this year. Since 
it is so diverse, he added there 
should be something in the 
program to please everyone.
“Hopefully this diversity 
will offer intngue and allow the 
audience to open their minds and 
enjoy a nice variety of pieces." 
he said.
Kaspr/yk said his piece, 
"Threnody/Incipient/ 
Avoidable." contains different 
musical textures and ideas.
"Sometimes you'll hear 
driving rhythms, other times, 
things are very sparse or
jagged," he said.
The title refers to unnecessary 
violence in the world and his 
frustration over not having 
enough factual information 
because of conflicting news 
sources. Kasprzyk said.
“The piece isn’t necessarily 
about these ideas," he said. 
“There are many musical 
elements, however, that can 
abstractly allude to the premise 
described."
The piece was specifically 
written for Intrada Winds, he 
added. Although he did not 
physically work with the group, 
Kasprzyk said he used phone 
and e-mail correspondence as 
well as listened to its music 
on compact disc in order to 
familiarize himself with the 
musicians' abilities.
"Regardless of what piece 
(hey are playing. Mo/arl to my 
own. people can expect five 
top-notch musicians, not only 
playing their instruments well, 
but playing well together," he 
said.
Before the concert, an 
open discussion will be held 
at 6:30 p.m. in Room 1210 of 
the Performing Arts Center. 
Kasprzyk said he will discuss 
the specifics of his new piece, 
play some of his other works 
and answer any questions.
“This may be a great 
opportunity for people to learn 
more about the music they will 
hear later that evening.” he 
said.
Kaspr/yk graduated
from GVSU in 2003 with a 
bachelor's degree in saxophone 
performance He has two 
master’s degrees from the 
Peabody Institute of the Johns 
Hopkins University and is now 
a professor at Morgan State 
University in Baltimore.
He said he is excited to 
come back and work with the 
professors who taught him as 
well as the current students.
“GVSU is where my career 
began, and I owe a lot to the 
excellent music department.” 
Kasprzyk said.
Intrada Winds will perform
as part of the Young Artists 
Series. Admission is free.
"The members of the 
Intrada Winds are destined 
for successful music careers,” 
Kaspr/yk said. “My hope is that 
the audience will not only get a 
taste of what ‘classical music' is 
and can be in 2006, but also have 
the chance to hear a great group 
of musicians communicating.”
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Polls open for 
canal addition
Support for Panama Canal addition will 
be determined by voters
AP Ptioio / Tito Non ora
Casting her vote: iguandtli Munoz. * Kuna indigenous woman, votes m a Minnesota school during a referendum to expand 
the canal m Loma Cova near Panama City. Panama, on Sunday The day brought the largest modernization protect in the 92- 
year-history of the Panama Canal up for a nationwide vote
By Will Weissert
Associated Press Writer
PAN AM A CITY, Panama (AP) 
— The largest modernization 
project in the 92-year-history 
of the Panama Canal was up 
for a nationwide referendum on 
Sunday, with polls indicating 
overwhelming 
support for the 
$5.25 billion 
plan to expand 
the waterway for 
larger ships.
President 
Martin Tomjos' 
government 
has billed the 
referendum as a 
historic face-lift 
that will double 
the capacity of a 
canal already on 
pace to generate 
about $1.4 billion in revenue this 
year.
‘if you’ve got a business, 
you’ve got to do what you can
to improve it. make it more 
competitive," Faustino Ortega, 
a 41-year-old mechanic who 
favors the expansion, said while 
standing in line to vote. “The 
canal is big business for all of 
Panama Widening it will help 
the economy.”
Critics claim the expansion 
will benefit the canal’s customers 
more than 
Panamanians, 
and worry that 
costs could 
balloon for this 
debt-ridden 
country. The 
project would 
build a third 
set of locks on 
the Pacific and 
Atlantic ends 
of the canal by 
2015. allowing it 
to handle modem 
container ships, cruise liners and 
tankers too large for its cunent 
108-foot-wide locks.
The Panama Canal Authority, 
the autonomous government
agency that runs the canal, said 
the project will be paid for by 
increasing tolls and will generate 
$6 billion in revenue by 2025.
Polls indicate the plan will be 
approved overwhelmingly. Green 
and white signs plastered across 
the country read “Yes for our 
children.” while tens of thousands 
of billboards and bumper stickers 
trumpet new jobs.
“It will mean more boats and 
that means more jobs.” Damasco 
Polanco. 50. said, who was 
herding cows on horseback in 
Nuevo Provedencia. on the banks 
of LakeGatun. a 160-square-mile
man-made reservoir that supplies 
water to the canal.
The canal employs 8.000 
workers, and the expansion is 
expected to generate as many as 
40.000 new jobs. Unemployment 
in Panama is 9.5 percent, and 40 
percent of the country lives in 
poverty.
In Kuna Nega. a town of dirt 
roads, jagged hills and banana 
trees on th** outskirts of Panama 
City, boat salesman Leonardo 
Aspria sported a “Yes" shirt and 
baseball cap.
“Voting ‘no* is like closing 
the door on the canal.” he said.
“It’s the top source of income for 
Panama and improving it means 
more money for the government 
and less poverty.”
Critics feartheexpansioncould 
cost nearly double the current 
estimate and stoke corruption 
and uncontrolled debt
This was on Igor Meneses’ 
mind us he waited to vote.
“The expansion is necessary, 
but we all have to watch 
closely, make sure there isn’t 
embezzlement and corruption.” 
said the 34-year-okl advertising 
executive. “With that kind of 
money there’s a lot to steal."
THE WEEK IN IRAQ
Market attacked
A crowded outdoor market m 
Mahmoutkyah was attacked iMth 
a dozen mortars on Saturday 
killing at least 18 people m the 
Shirte-dominaied oty The rock­
ets came soon after bombs hid­
den si plastic bags on five bikes 
npped through the area
o_inti
WAN
IRAQ
Sun. A two day spree of sectar 
ian revenge killings and insurgent 
attacks left at least 86 Iraqis dead 
Mon. Four days of sectarian kill 
mgs have left at least 91 people 
dead m Balad
Tues. - Forty mortar rounds 
poured m*o Balad overnight killing 
at least tour people 
Wed. -AUS soKJier was killed 
by small-arms fire south of Bagh 
dad Nine soldiers and a Marine 
were killed on Tuesday 
Thurs The U S mNSary acknowl 
edged that its two-month drive to 
crush msurgent and imktia violence 
in the capital had fallen shod 
Fri. - Twenty-five gunmen and 
pokoe dwd m gunbatfles m Amarah 
Sat. The U S military reported 
78 sokkers have been killed >n Iraq 
this month Three Marines were 
kilted m Anbar province
AP
“The expansion is 
necessary, but we all 
have to watch closely, 
make sure there isn’t 
embezzlement and 
corruption."
IGOR MENESES
ADVERTISING EXECUTIVE
Proposal 5 sparks controversy
The November 
ballot proposal 
draws mixed 
reactions from 
Michigan residents
By Tim Martin
Associated Press Writer
LANSING. Mich. (AP) 
— The list of organizations 
and politicians opposing a 
November ballot proposal that 
would give public schools, 
community colleges and 
universities automatic funding 
increases each year is a long 
one.
The Michigan Chamber 
of Commerce and several 
business groups are against the 
measure, called Proposal 5. So 
are dozens of organizations 
representing police officers, 
firefighters and social services 
and health care providers. 
Democratic Gov. Jennifer 
Granholm and her Republican 
challenger. Dick DeVos. are 
both opposed to the proposal. 
Opponents worry it would 
force a hefty tax increase or 
cause widespread cuts to other 
government services.
But none of that sways 
Patricia Alderman, of Lansing, 
who says the politicians who 
talk about education as a top 
priority should back up their 
claims with more cash.
“I think it's only fair that 
schools get the money they 
need." Alderman said, an 
employee with the Middle
Cities Education Association. 
"They’ve fallen behind so 
often and for so many years. 
They need the guarantee to be 
able to stay on an even keel. 
We need to fund the programs 
in our schools in order for them 
to succeed, and therefore for 
the community to succeed."
Although school and 
university funding is scheduled 
to increase in the fiscal year 
that began Oct. 1, education 
funding had been stagnant 
or declining in recent years 
because of Michigan’s sluggish 
economy. Schools have had to 
make midyear budget cuts in 
some cases.
The state currently spends 
about $15 billion a year on 
K-12 school aid. community 
colleges and universities.
The wording on the 
November ballot tells voters 
the measure would add $565
million to current funding 
levels. The nonpartisan House 
Fiscal Agency this month 
estimated the measure would 
force the state to add $572 
million to $699 million to 
education budgets compared 
with this fiscal year.
The costs would rise each 
year. Schools would get 
automatic increases each year 
equal to the inflation rate. The 
proposal would narrow the 
funding gap between the richest 
and poorest districts over the 
next five years and provide 
some financial protection for 
schools that are losing students 
and the per-pupil funding that 
comes with them.
It also would cap employee 
retirement costs for local 
schools and universities, 
shifting responsibility to the 
state for the amount that is 
owed.
R. Daniel Berchiatti
Attorney at Law
Practice I liulsonville 58tli District C onrt
(7/01 Labe Miclii^'an Drive
(616) 865-7 300 MIP’s 
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Drunk Driving 
All Misdemeanors and Felonies
for a change w housing?
Hillcrest Country Place
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Football
continued from page 81
Timberwolves 315 to 146 for 
the content.
On the opening drive of the 
second half, the Lakers focused 
on taking time off the clock and 
controlling the football. Their 
first drive used up 8:07, draining 
more than half the quarter
Northwoodcommitted another 
turnover leading to a 32-yard field 
goal by Todd Carter. Later in the 
quarter, with Northwood having 
to abandon the running game as
Football column
continued from poge B1
with a win. and this year, 
well. Saturday spoke for itself.
With two evenly matched 
teams, how did the Lakers 
happen to trounce the 
Timberwolves and win the 
game that will most likely 
boost them to the conference 
title level? It's easy — they 
were never really that evenly- 
matched.
Just because the 
Timberwolves competitively 
emerged as of late doesn't 
dismiss the fact that GVSU 
has been dominant in the 
series as a whole. Northwood 
has grown as a football team 
and is now a highlighted 
team on GVSU’s schedule. 
However, the Timberwolves 
seem to be the quick upstarts 
who show no real signs of 
sticking around at the top of 
the leaderboard.
On Saturday. Northwood
it was down 31 -7. the front seven 
of the Lakers caused another 
fumble. Junior Anthony Adams 
picked up the ball and ran it in 
for the second defensive score of 
the night. Adams recovered three 
fumbles in the game
“The defensive line really 
played well for us tonight." 
Adams said “When I saw the ball 
on the ground, all I could think 
of was scoring. I just reacted and 
scored.’*
The Lakers put the finishing 
touches on the game with a 
five-yard touchdown pass from
showed all the signs of a team 
that is just visiting the top 
of the conference instead of 
making a home there. Added 
to that, senior quarterback 
Kyle Kolbe will be leaving 
the Timberwolves next year, 
leaving this as the season 
Northwood needs to make a 
playoff run.
While football is indeed 
a team sport, the departure 
of a single player will 
be detrimental to the 
Timberwolves. Kolbe and 
his Timberwolves run an 
offense that is dependent on 
an athletic quarterback. With 
him leaving, there will be big 
shoes for a new quarterback 
to fill.
Another significant 
difference between the 
Lakers and the Timberwolves 
is balance of offense 
and defense. While the 
Timberwolves have been 
extremely successfully 
with running their triple
redshin freshman quarterback 
Brad kick to fellow redshin 
freshman Mike Koster. It was 
Koster's first touchdown as a 
Laker
GVSU will travel next 
week to Ferris State University 
in a rivalry game against the 
Bulldogs, who are coming off a 
38-7 win against Ashland. FSU 
is 6-2 overall.
"Ferris State is a big rivalry 
game for us." Finncrty said. 
“We need to put this win tonight 
behind us and focus on them, 
because they’ll be ready for us."
option, there isn’t a whole 
lot they can do in a panic. 
Once a defense, like the 
Lakers on Saturday, becomes 
acclimated with the triple 
option, the Timberwolves 
can be shut down in a hurry. 
The Lakers cut off the triple 
option, and without a passing 
game, Northwood folded 
up early and experienced an 
embarrassing one-sided loss.
Nevertheless, the game 
was the most competitive the 
Lakers have seen this year 
despite the outcome. While 
many may be quick to credit 
the outcome to multiple 
Northwood miscues, the truth 
is the Lakers played out of 
their minds and showed the 
true potential they have to be 
repeated national champions.
The win got the Lakers 
over the hump they needed, 
and if they bring the same 
game to Big Rapids next 
weekend, it will be clear 
sailing.
IT'S COMING...
FLU season is right around the corner, so don't delay! Visit 
GVSU's Campus Health Center and get vaccinated!
\
Oct. 23 - 27 from 10am - 3pm 
243 Kirkhof Center 
Valuable Information & Free Samples
Also Join us for the Sustainable Cook-off 
Oct. 27 during Laker Latenight 
Featuring Students from Campus Dining
on Christian Humanism and Free Will
a public discussion commemorating Reformation Day led by 
Pastor Mitchell Dick of Grace Protestant Reformed Church
this Thursday night at 9:00 
Kirkhof Center room 104
faculty and students are welcome 
refreshments will be served
sponsored by Christianity on Campus
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Strange, but true
CHINO. Calif. (AP) - An 
elderly couple believe a chunk 
of blue ice from the holding 
lank of an aircraft toilet 
ripped a hole in their roof and 
destroyed a bed.
William McElroy was 
watching a movie with his wife. 
Evelyn, when the ice crashed 
into the house Wednesday 
night.
Mlt was a huge crash It 
shook the whole building, 
but we thought it was a car." 
McElroy said The couple went 
outside to investigate but found 
nothing, so they returned to 
finish watching the movie.
They didn’t discover the 
chunk of ice on the bed and the 
2-foot-wide hole in the ceiling 
until Thursday morning.
"I think we had somebody 
extra looking over us," Evelyn 
McElroy said.
Federal Aviation
Administration spokesman Ian 
Gregor said Thursday if the 
offending chunk of ice is from 
an airplane, then it is likely the 
cause of a leak in a holding tank 
of the aircraft's bathroom.
Blue ice occurs when waste 
leaks from a plane's bathroom 
onto the outside of the plane 
and freezes at high altitudes. 
The liquid begins to thaw as 
the plane descends. Gregor 
said.
SYDNEY. Australia (AP) - 
An inmate who used laxatives 
to shed 31 pounds so he could 
squeeze through a hole in a 
prison wall had been frustrated 
by the indefinite sentence he 
was serving, a judge said.
Robert Cole. 37. spent three 
days on the run from police in 
January after slipping his 123- 
pound frame through a 6-inch 
wide hole he had chiseled with 
a butter knife in the window 
frame of a hospital wing at 
Sydney’s Long Bay Jail.
Cole. who had been 
hospitalized for psychiatric 
treatment, spent three weeks 
scraping the brickwork near 
the window bars to widen the
space. District Court Judge 
Roger Dive said Friday.
Dive sentenced Cole to 
two years and two months’ 
imprisonment after he pleaded 
guilty to a charge of escape. 
The sentence was backdated to 
his recapture on Jan. 21.
When he escaped, Cole 
had been serving an indefinite 
sentence in the prison hospital
after a jury found him not 
guilty of armed robbery in 
2003 on the grounds of mental 
illness.
Dive said he accepted that 
Cole was "very frustrated” at 
the time of his escape, as "he 
did not have a definite date 
of release and no apparent 
treatment plan."
\/Veekly SUDOKU 1
by Linda Thistle
2 4 5 8
9 3 1 2
7 6 2 4
3 5 7 2
5 8 3 4
7 4 1 8
1 2 8 6
6 3 7 5
8 3 7 9
Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way 
that each row across, each column down and each 
small 9-box square contains all of the 
numbers from one to nine.
DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging 
★ ★★ HOO BOY!
Ceoot by King SynOc**. Inc Wo**J ryhta rM*v«d
Find answers on B8
-----------King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Auction 
action
4 Urban fleet
9 Agent, for 
short
12 Brouhaha
13 “Tosca" or 
Turandot"
14 Buy now, pay 
later
15 Julius or 
Ethel of 
WWII 
spydom
17 Shark’s 
venue
18 Russian 
spacecraft
19 Lascivious 
lookers
21 Ring around 
the sun
24 Paper 49 Historic 8 Drooped 30 Puncturing
quantity passenger 9 Longtime tools
25 Past 54 Verily “Hollywood 32 Tiny amounts
26 Showbiz job 55 Box Squares" 34 Authoritative
28 Eugene 56 Resume celeb command
O’Neill’s 57 Possess 10 Basin 37 Quest
genre 58 Lumberjack, accessory 39 1978 Burl
31 For fear that often 11 Look-alikes. Reynolds
33 Water barrier 59 Egos’ in an idiom movie
35 Sketch counterparts 16 Comedian 42 Sleep
36 Mini-plateaus Philips soundly?
38 "Phooey!" DOWN 20 Fat 44 Through
40 Unhealthy 1 Tavern 21 Serene 45 Crushing
41 Mid-March 2 Wedding 22 Curved blow
date response molding 46 From the
43 Dan Brown’s 3 Two, in 23 In the style of beginning
output Tijuana The Barber 50 Carpentry
45 Bob Dole, for 4 Creating a of Seville" tool
one fillet composer 51 Baseball stat
47 “How - love 5 Reproach 27 Chatter away 52 Tease
thee?" 6 Witness 29 Shopping 53 “Help!"
48 Black cuckoo 7 Mistake center
O 2006 King Features Synd . Inc.
Find answers on B8
m
Win a trip for two to
. • l .5 from to urtM clove with djamondo ft
$ l .00 you call it from 10-11 
$ 1.00 well & domestics for ladies from 9-close 
$2,00 domestics for gentlemen 9-close
. «:■-jf ' • <w'jh*, movtC. videos ck>d movtes from 9 unM clove
$ 1.50 domestic bottles, and $ 1.75 well drinks
$ 1.50 off of everything else from 9-12
i inj;. v
•9*11 rtJQfit out,
$3 specialty martinis, $3 frambois, $3 stoli drinks.
$3 glass of moscato d' asti for the ladies 
$2 domestics for ladies & gentlemen from 9 until close
ii) greg knott playing top 40 and d<.n*ce t»
X) MA'i'CW ckry.no top 40 ond
438 bridge 616.774.5969 monteslounge.com
GIOOL65
PV8LIC H0VS6
Hours of Operation
Monday-Saturday 11am-2am 
Sunday 1 2pm-2am 
Happy Hour from 4pm-7pm Mon-Fri 
Full food menu until 1 am Every Night of the week
Open for Lunch Daily
Tuesdays
S1 Domestic Drafts 
]h Off Appetizers op
Wednesdays
*1 Domestic Beers 
& *1 Well Drinks 9i m- 
Vj Off Appetizers 9, .
Thursdays
*10 Bucket Beer
Bloody Sundays
s4.00 Burgers & Fries 2 v 8pm 
s2.°° Bud Light Drafts 2* • *-8» 'a 
53.00 Bloody Mary Bar All Day & All Night!
Over 60 Sauces, Mixes, and Spices to choose from!
<gs®®(?®§© <s@@® ips®pils iMdcy
448 Bridge NW Grand Rapids (616) 747-6035
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CLASSIFIED RATES
KAOilNtS: Noon Thunday ft* Monday. Noon Monday ft* Thund jy
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Pew Campus Student Services 
will host a Wellness Day event 
on Tuesday, October 31. 2006 
from 11am- 2pm. Please see 
www.events.gvsu.edu for more 
details.
Gotten in trouble with the law? 
Please call Dan Berchiattl 
616-895-7300, the Criminal De­
fense Attorney In Allendale. He 
will help you with MIP’s, Drug 
Charges, and all other misde­
meanors and felonies.
Located in the heart of down­
town Grand Rapids on the sec­
ond floor of the B.O.B Every 
Sunday night is GVSU college 
night. There are discounts on 
food and drinks every Sunday. 
Also includes free pool. Call for 
directions or further questions 
616-356-2000
Don't let the cost of books 
weigh you down. Let Brian's 
Books save you money on your 
new and used textbooks. Ask 
an upperclassman, Brian's is 
the better bookstore. Located 
across from the water tower on 
Allendale campus and on Fulton 
Street near downtown Grand 
Rapids campus.
Lights out when not In use help 
to save energy in simple ways. 
Thanks for your help Facility 
Services.
Do you like to go bowling? 
Every Wednesday from 9:30 
pm-12midnight, Fairtanes hosts 
College Night. 3 games plus 
shoes for just $6.00! Also, there 
are many drink and food spe­
cials. Bring friends for a great 
night out! 3335 Fairianes Ave„ 
Grandvilie 616-534-6038
FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR 
GVSU STUDENTS, FACULTY, 
AND STAFF. TWO INSER­
TIONS PER ORDER, 25 
WORDS OR LESS. SUBJECT 
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST 
ORDER THROUGH GVSU 
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM 
WEBSITE. CLICK ON 
"CLASSIFIEDS" UNDER 
"FEATURES" AND FOLLOW 
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE 
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.
Need a pizza for a great price? 
La Pazzo's give students a 
great discount. Come visit our 
restaurant across from Meijer 
on Wilson Avenue in Standale. 
Give us a call for information 
about specials at (616) 
791-4300
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Enter to Win $10,000! Every 
time you use an LMCU ATM on 
Campus, you can enter to WIN! 
Locations in Commons, 
42nd/Pierce. Rec. Center, Klrk- 
hof Center. Kleiner Commons. 
Call 616-242-9790 or 
1-800-242-9790
OPPORTUNITIES
PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
Female roommate wanted. 
$331/month. Utilities included 
except electric and cable. Royal 
Vista townhomes. Contact Jes­
sica (248)207-9487
Subleaser needed to take over 
lease in Hillcrest ASAP. Internet 
and cable free. Average of 
$20/month for utilities. Contact 
Justin Dixon 248-431-3668, dix- 
onjuOhotmail.com
SERVICES
Looking to go tanning but want 
to stay close to campus? For­
ever Sun is closest to you with 
two locations right in Allendale. 
We give discounts to GVSU stu­
dents and run weekly specials. 
Please call us with any further 
questions at 616-895 9045
Tanning The Beach Shack, 
Tanning Salon. $30 month un­
limited. no copay's, no member 
fees. 2 1/2 minutes south on 
48th Ave. 662-1956
WANTED
CONGRATULATIONS
BIRTHDAYS
EMPLOYMENT
Election work. Earn $10 per 
hour, Saturday thru Tuesday 
November 4-7, going door to 
door talking with voters. Kather 
ine. 888-95-VOTES
PART TIME INCOME Good 
starting pay, flexible schedules, 
customer sales/service, no ex­
perience necessary. Call 
241-6303 or apply at 
workf orstudents. com
EMPLOYMENT
Bartwndors wanted. Up to 
$250/Day. No Experience nec­
essary. Training provided. Age 
18> Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520. 
ext. 226.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is 
looking for Illustrators for spe­
cial projects and political car­
toons. $25 to $100 per project. 
Bring samples of work to 100 
Commons. Call for an appoint­
ment. 331-2464
FOR SALE
Home for sale- Why waste 
money on rent? 4 bedroom, 2 
bath with big rec. room. 10,000 
of new improvements. Located 
In Standale, call Skip O 
616-308 4286
1995 subaru Impreza wagon, 
AWD, ABS well maintained, ex­
cellent condition, no rust, 
107,000 miles, good on snow. 
Call Sandra. 774-9559
HOUSING
64th Street Apartments. FREE 
Internet, Cable and Central Airl 
Washer & Dryer in each unit. 4 
Bedrooms, 2 Bath. Close to 
GVSU. 10 to 12 month leases 
available. $900/month. 3 people 
max. Call 616-957-5680
Jenlson Duplex for Rent with 
FREE INTERNET Immaculate 3
BR, 2 BA 1600 sq. feet with 
NEUTRAL COLORS. large 
kitchen, living room, office, 
laundry room, finished garage, 
new berber carpet, partially 
fenced wooded backyard, deck, 
storage space. 2-story, on quiet 
cul-de-sac. FREE INTERNET! 
Less than 2 miles from 1-196 & 
44th. Five minutes to M-6. All 
appliances. No smoking or 
pets. $900/month. Utilities not 
included except water. Matt 
(616)291-1887
For rent: 3 bdrm/2 bth. Nice! 
Downtown GR.
brenOmichwa ve. com
Looking for a place to live next 
fall? Campus View Apartments 
and Townhomes offers you the 
closest off-campus housing for 
a great price. Now leasing for 
2007-2008. Stop by the (easing 
office or call 616-895-6678
HOUSING
Campus West Apartments and 
Town Homes now leasing for 
2007/2008. Great location and 
price for students. Apartments 
begin at $290.00 per month per 
person and Town Homes at 
$325.00. Washers and dryers 
are in each town house unit 
Stop by our leasing office or call 
616.895.5904. Bus stops out 
front.
Off Campus Housing- starting 
at $280.00/month. 2 bedroom, 
1 bath. Price includes utilities 
except electric. Optional den. 
Call Cottonwood Forest Condo­
miniums • 616-457-3714
Country Place Apartments and 
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a 
great location and even better 
price for students. Now offering 
free internet and cable for 
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing 
office or call 616-895-6060. It's 
only a bus ride away!
Apartment Finders! We help you 
find better studios, apartments, 
and townhomes at lower pricos, 
starting $419/month, $125 
Apartment Rebate Available, 
300 Apartments & Retails on­
line. 800-520-2463, www.go- 
promo.com
INTERNSHIPS
Job, Internships, & friendships. 
Join the team that produces the 
Grand Valley Lanthom and 
lanthom.com!
LOST & FOUND
Lost something? Found some­
thing? Get the word out. Go to 
lanthom.com and click 
"classifieds".
MISCELLANEOUS
oi*»rrf Vi*,, f 
N Vor Info.'*
Lakeshore Pregnancy Center of Allendale 
11325 S4,h Avenue 
Allendale, MI 49401
(behind McDonalds)
616-895-1893
free pregnacy test / peer counseling
Online, or around 
the comer.
Lake Michigan Credit Union students 
receive FREE ATM transactions at aN LMCU 
locations Including:
• Commons (Lower Level)
• Drive-Up Kiosk at 42nd/ Pierce
• Rec Center
• Kirkhof Center
• Kleiner Commons LAKIiwwrtawwnt MICHIGAN
Open an account onbna
today Owww.LMCU.org.
h
(Win ir.i<in
Bit 242 *790 • BOO 242 9790 
www 1MCU O'K 
19 location* • Ovot SO ATM*
Hair Models 
Needed
INTERESTED IN A HOT NEW LOOK?
Nationally recognized hair stylists from 
around the globe will be in Grand Rapids, 
Ml for the Maly's Salon Forum, November 
5th & 6th, 2006 and are wanting to give you 
a great new style.
CUT, C0L(
TEXTURE AND LONG HAIR 
MODELS ARE NEEDED
Open to the general public 
Men & Women 18 years 
of age and older
MODEL CALL:
Friday, November 3rd 
7:30pm
DEVOS PLACE 
BALLROOM B
Call Maly 's Customer 
Service Department at
1.800.632.1307 ext 1
to sign up or for more 
information
Coma Check tt out 
and bring a Mandl
FREE professional 
products lor participating,
MALY'S
( 0it°nwo°cf
Forest
Condominium
for Sale or Lease
M** " ' P1
DSL available in ALL unitsl
Visit us on the web <® GVTownhouses.com
Walk out I
Washers & Dryers in every unit 
Less than 2 miles from campus
Call 895-4001
B8 Monday, October 23, 2006 JUMPS Grand Valley lanthorn
Soccer
continued from poge 82
the last five games, iced the 
Cardinals with two goals.
The first came in the 69th 
minute off a cross from Tafler 
and the other in the 78th minute 
when Elsass outworked her mark 
on the left wing, blazed down the 
sideline and crossed the ball to 
Joyce Rose The SVSU keeper 
made the first save but failed to 
control the rebound, and Joyce 
Rose rippled the twine on her 
second opportunity.*
“We capitalized on a lot of 
our chances,” Dilanni said.
Two more games remain in 
the regular season. Tomorrow 
at 4 p m., the Pumas from St. 
Joseph's College visit Allendale.
and Friday the Lakers travel to 
Ferns State University for their 
final match and final conference 
game of the season.
If the Lakers of Mercyhurst 
College (15-2) and GVSU win 
out. GVSU would be denied 
a Great Lakes Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference title, but 
both would earn a spot in the 
NCAA regional tournament, 
with home field advantage being 
anything but decided. Though 
GVSU lost to Mercyhurst. it 
defeated Quincy University, a 
team that beat out Mercyhurst 
early in the season. Also, GVSU 
would have one less loss than 
Mercyhurst. giving the Lakers 
an opportunity to host the 
tournament.
Cross Country
continued from page B2
On the women's side, senior 
Stacey Kandas finished fourth 
(21:42.1), junior Suzie Rivard 
finished fifth (21:54.5). freshman 
Leah Boms finished sixth (21:55.5) 
and sophomore Kelly Gibbons 
finished 11th (22:22.6).
Boms' performance earned 
her GLLAC Freshman of the Year 
honors.
‘That's a great accomplishment 
for Leah,” Bahcs said. “She has run 
very well for us this year."
Wayne Stale University claimed 
second place in the men’s race 
with 66 points. The other top five 
finishers included Saginaw Valley 
State University (92), Hillsdale 
College (100) and Ashland 
University (119).
Individually. SVSU senior 
Paul Jozwiak finished in second 
place (24:42.8) and Jon Hodge of 
North wood University took third
(24:43.6).
Findlay was runner-up m the 
women's race with 80 points 
Other top teams included Northern 
Michigan University (120), SVSU 
(156) and Ashland (158).
WSU sophomore Rachelle 
Malette finished second (21:10.8). 
and SVSU junior Bccca Rudey 
finished thud (21:31.5).
In addition to the teams' 
impressive performances. Baltes 
was named GLiAC Men's Coach 
of the Year.
The teams will travel to 
Kenosha. Wis. on Nov. 4 for the 
NCAA Great Lakes Regional Meet. 
The men and women will fight for 
their fifth and sixth straight regional 
titles, respectively
“We're going to get back and 
continue to train hard for the next 
couple of weeks." Baltes said. “If 
everything goes as it should, we’ll 
be competitive and qualify for 
nationals”
See puzzles on B6
— King Crossword —
Answerj
Solution time: 21 mins.
uou □□nun □□□ 
□mh nation □□□ 
□aoaaaaoQ □□□ □nu unauau HMUMaa auaa
L1I1M MU0 □□□□□
ooog □□□ □□□□□□□□□ □□□ ■noOQuu □coarinn
□ □□□□□ QGIl
□cia MMiiaunuau □□□ Qaaau now cocci □rintiu nun
----  W**kly SUDOKU -----
Answer
4 • s a 3 7 1 • 2
• 7
1
1 • 2 a S 4 3 7 4
9 1 7 2 • S 4 3 8
• 4 3 7 1 9 2 • 8
UL. JU • 4 3 7 1 •
Rundown
continued from page 82
fake. Ashlee Simpson hasn't 
had plastic surgery or that broc­
coli tastes good. Right?
It was never a matter of if 
these god like physical speci­
mens were going to get caught, 
but when they would be caught 
The surprising thing is the 
absence of backlash from the 
same media who crucified Barry 
Bonds. Mark McGwire and 
Sammy Sosa for then steroid 
use There is no excuse for what
certain baseball players did 
to tarnish America’s favorite 
pastime, but why is there no 
fuss being made about the exact 
same thing happening in one of 
the most profitable professional 
sports ever to grace planet Earth?
There is no equivalent to the 
record in professional baseball. 
Home runs. wins. RBIs and hits 
are treated as the Holy Grail 
of achievements in the major 
leagues. The record holders are 
treated as royalty, and right­
fully so. Now that steroids have
tainted the collective uncon­
scious of every baseball fan. 
there is no reluming to the days 
of old. Never again will there be 
another Babe Ruth. Willie Mays 
or Hank Aaron without a Pigpen­
like din cloud of suspicion on 
their legacy.
The NFL. however, seems 
to be content with a slap on 
the wrist when dealing with an 
issue that poses a grave threat 
to sports as the public knows it. 
Often times on television there 
arc commercials warning kids
of the dangerous consequences 
involved with using steroids. The 
precedent being set now is that 
steroids are acceptable, as long 
as users don't get caught.
The playing field is no longer 
even, and corruption will contin­
ue to breed more corruption. The 
NFL and the players’ union have 
opened a can of worms with then 
unwillingness to enforce a no 
tolerance policy. The window of 
opportunity is closing quickly, 
and before long, the problem will 
spiral out of control.
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Ad cosponsored by the lantborn
90% of GV students do not use marijuana. 
80% of students do not use tobacco.
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